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Dear Colleagues,
2017 has been another milestone in the history of
our Company as we commenced the 10th year of
ouroperationunderMSCShipmanagementbrand.

Message from our
Group Managing
Director & CEO

It has been a year of achievements and like all
years, full of challenges and accomplishments,
which has made all of us wiser, stronger and more
knowledgeable. Thanks to our excellent team onboardandashore,thatwehavereceivedrecognition
in all our areas of operation, namely:

Prabhat Jha

1.

Best ship manager award in India 2017, 5th
year in a row.

2.

Best foreign employer of Indian seafarers by
Govt. of India 2017.

3.

Best ship manager award in Ukraine 2017,
2nd year in a row.

4.

Best cadets training program at Ukraine
2017.

5.

Cyprus Maritime Industry award 2017 from
President of the Republic of Cyprus.

6.

5 star excellence certificate from DNVGL
for complying with high state-of-the art
standards for operation of our container
ships, bulk carriers and car carriers.

Reproduced from New Year greetings
message to all vessels and shore staff

This year, for the 1st time, we have taken delivery
of our own supervised new building 12,200
TEU container vessels and with the delivery of
MSC Madhu B on 11th Dec, we have reached the
total number of our fully managed ships and
cruise vessels crew management ships to 200!
The total number of people employed by MSC
Shipmanagement both ashore and on board is now
close to 12,500 and so special thanks to all of you
for making this possible in just a period of 9 years.
To an outsider it would be an impossible dream…
but the fact is that together we have created an
excellentorganization,whichisbetterthanthebest
in the ship management industry. Our MSC Geneva
Managementalsoconfirmedthisduringourannual
board meeting on 1st Dec and they have conveyed
their appreciation to all at MSC Shipmanagement
foroutstandingperformanceandprogressmadein
all areas in spite of the various challenges that we
have encountered. Various audits concluded have
4
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repeatedly confirmed transparency, fair practices
and fair treatment that prevails in our organization.
Good job done to all of you and special thanks to
you all for your valuable support in this journey of
ours!
We have improved our vessels PSC records in
all areas: Nil deficiency, number of defects and
detention and have set achievable improved
performance targets for next year. Our full mission
bridge and engine simulator at Odessa has become
operational and it will further assist us all in
achieving our company objectives. In the coming
year, we will also see greater use of technology to
perform our work and monitor vessel operations.
We had made organizational improvement,
process optimization, and introduced technology
to improve productivity and reduce the
communication gap and have made excellent
progress in all these respects. We have continued
to invest in developing leadership competencies of
our personnel both ashore and on-board and have
created a culture where the knowledge transfer is
taking place regularly and it increased the overall
performance of the organization by stimulating
greater collaboration, teamwork, management
thinking and developing competencies to be ready
for challenges.
We are firmly committed to continue to maintain
the highest standards. We rely therefore on your
continuous support to achieve it in the most
sustainable way. MSC as a group released its 1st
Sustainability Report this year and we received
an opportunity to contribute to this report as well.
Today’s workforce is deeply motivated by the CSR
(Corporate Social Responsibility) and compelling
sense of purpose and as per MSC Geneva
Management wish, we will need to give more
attention on collaborating with our Headquarters
under the sustainability challenges as well as the
need for the continuous trainings of our staff
to keep them ahead of all the rest that dare to
compete with us. This is a priority for MSC as a
whole.
This year for the 1st time I participated in Global
Crew Connect Conference at Manila and almost all
other companies’ delegates were discussing how
to work on improving leadership skills of crew on
board and integrate the technology to improve
the productivity on board. Our company has a
clear edge, as today we can boast of our excellent
leadership development and team building
program initiated 3 years ago and MSC Geneva
Message from our Group Managing Director & CEO

Management was extremely happy about it and
proud of it.
Results from Crew engagement survey 2017
concluded in this November are unique in today’s
crewing market, and we MSC are far ahead of our
competition in this respect. We have improved
our own excellent results in all areas as compared
to the survey completed two years ago. Our
Crew retention rate of 98% speaks volume about
MSC’s reputation in the crewing market and today
seafarers are proud to work for MSC.
MSC Geneva Management was particularly
impressed and has congratulated us on the results
of this survey where we have very high ratings in the
range of 90-97%:

1.

Crew have strong feeling of belongingness
to the Company

2.

Our crew are highly motivated and
committed to their personal and
professional growth and they are happy
with the safety culture on board and a big
improvement has been made in this area

3.

They have rated us as a leader in the field
of environmental protections and that MSC
has a good reputation in the market. Crew
are proud to be working with us and believe
that we have very high standards and we
are fair in all respects, which gives them
the security that they will continue to get
employed as long as they perform well.

2/3rd crew want to work for us forever and our net
promoter score (NPS) has increased by over 66%
in past 2 years and with that we outrank almost all
industries benchmarked.
Excellent job all of you. This reflects the overall
performance of our organization as all of us are
working to make our crew do a better job on our
ships! Complete report about the survey findings
will be published in our news magazine in coming
month.
Why it gets harder to be Excellent
If you review the world record of men’s 100m
sprint for past 100 years, you can notice a clear
straight line of improvement and Usain Bolt is
nearly 3 seconds faster than the fastest runner
5

was 100 years ago, which makes it harder for
next one to beat his record. It gets harder to be
excellent and to be a top performer, we need to
have accelerated intelligence which can come only
from accelerated learning. One of the first step
towards this accelerated learning is to follow 5-hour
rule – a minimum of 5 hours of learning per week
as practiced by top leaders over the century. Today
it has become even more important as the rapid
development in technology is making many of
our existing knowledge obsolete and this must be
replaced by new learnings.

Follow effective action with
quiet reflection. From the quiet
reflection, will come even more
effective action.
Peter Drucker
I strongly urge to all of you to make the habit of
reflection, starting with minimum 10 minutes a day
and this can bring wonders to your performance.
Reflection is nothing but a careful thought, it gives
the brain an opportunity to pause amidst the hectic
day,analysevariousobservations,andexperiences,
consider multiple possible scenarios, and create
meaning. This meaning becomes learning, which
can then shape future mind-sets and actions. For
an organization like us, which is, people centric,
this “meaning making” is crucial to our ongoing
growth and development. We can leverage on our
achievements as a platform for higher possibilities
of future.
MSC has also joined recently the MACN (Maritime
Anti-Corruption Network) organization and as
a ship management company, we will have an
important task to make our people both on board
and ashore aware of challenges faced and promote
the culture of integrity within the larger maritime
community.
Looking Ahead
Our industry continues to be burdened by the
numerous legislations whose compliance required
high capex, time, work force and expertise. We have
successfully dealt with the ballast water regulations
and have almost finalized our study to be ready
ahead of 2020 for 0.5% sulphur fuel compliance.
6
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TheEUMRV(Monitoring,ReportingandVerification
of emission data) process was completed on time
and we have completed the IHM (inventory of
hazardous materials) for all our managed vessels
well ahead of the regulations.
We will continue with our focus on training, crewing
conferences,seminarsandcadet/traineeprograms
to grow and develop our people to be ready for any
growthplansornewchallenges. Theexcellentresult
from our crewing survey, our industry recognition
andmostimportantlyAponteFamily’sappreciation
is very motivating for all of us and we will continue
to work hard to achieve the ambitious targets
to surpass our own performance in the coming
years to create new benchmark and increase
our contribution to MSC. I am more confident
than ever that we have the best team to achieve
our company goals and navigate through future
challenges.
With this note, on behalf of Aponte Family, MSC
Shipmanagement and MSC Crewing services, I
convey to all of you, your families and all loved
ones, our best wishes for the New Year full of
happiness, good health and great energy to start
2018 to become successful in all areas of your
interest. In your success lies our success and I am
indeed proud of each one of you! Thank you and at
your service 24x7.
Many thanks and Best regards
Prabhat		

ISO Certifications
MSC Shipmanagement is one of the few
companies whose entire operated fleet and
shore offices is accredited with following ISO
certifications:
ISO 9001:2008 - Quality Management
ISO 14001:2004 - Environment
Management
ISO 50001:2011 - Energy Management
System
ISO 26000 - Corporate Social
Responsibility
OSHAS 18001:2007

www.msc.com

MSC Foundation
Gianluigi Aponte

Founder & Executive Chairman of MSC

Dear all,
I am very pleased to inform you that as a Group
and a family, we have decided that we will be taking
forward MSC’s philanthropy to a new level this year.
We have agreed to establish a new standalone
nonprofit foundation, to be called the “MSC
Foundation”. The set-up will be taking place during
the course of 2018. This foundation will become the
main vehicle for MSC Group’s charitable initiatives
to social and environmental causes, which are very
dear to our family.

We look forward to the support of the entire MSC
Family to allow Mr McKinnon, to implement our
vision and make this Foundation a true success and
hopefully an impactful one.
Kindest regards,
Gianluigi Aponte
MSC MEDITERRANEAN SHIPPING COMPANY S.A.

Notwithstanding the importance of this initiative
to our family, we believe that it will attract a lot of
attention and motivation from our cargo owners,
our passengers, our shipping community and
obviously our worldwide staff.
We are very proud of all that has been achieved todate with UNICEF, Marevivo, Mercy Ships and many
other causes that our Group has supported during
the past years.
This new initiative will give us an opportunity to
focus more on causes that are closer to us and to
our heritage. We feel that the seas have made us
what we are today as human beings and as a Group
and therefore it is our duty and responsibility to
contribute sustainably to make our seas and oceans
cleanerforthefuturegenerationsandforpreserving
Mother Earth.
We are pleased to welcome Mr. Matthew
McKinnon who will lead the project to establish
the foundation. He joins us with a very impressive
backgroundfromtheUnitedNationsDevelopment
Programme where he was a manager focusing on
climatechangeandenvironmentalissues.Hewillbe
based at the HQ of MSC Cruises in Geneva.

MSC Foundation
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Dear All,

MSC’s approach
to sustainability
Diego Aponte
President & CEO

I am very pleased to inform you that we have
published our sustainability report covering the
2016 period, which is accessible on our company
website.
The report illustrates how all of you, in every
country and in each of our group’s agencies, are
demonstrating MSC’s four fundamental sustainable
pillars, namely our “Social Inclusive Approach”, our
“Commitment to the Environment”, our respect
for “Health and Safety” and “Business ethics and
protection of Human Rights”.
Today, Corporate Social Responsibility goes far
beyond charity efforts. It means that we, as
MSC, can achieve economic performance while
promoting an ethical business throughout the
supply chain and ensuring environmental and social
positive impact wherever we operate.
In writing this report, we have acknowledged the
results of your engagement and dedication, which
bring our core family values to life. Therefore,
on behalf of my family, I wish to express our
sincere gratitude for your outstanding work
and professionalism. This is what makes us so
successful and proud to be among the most
sustainable companies in the world.
It is thanks to you, and for you, that we
have decided to deepen and strengthen our
commitment to sustainable development by joining
the leading global companies as member of the
United Nations Global Compact. This initiative
is a public-private partnership endorsed by all
head of states, the private sector and international
development stakeholders, which aims to mobilize
efforts to end all forms of poverty, fight inequalities
and tackle climate change, while ensuring that no
one is left behind.
Every company must accept the challenge of
running a sustainable and ethical business.
Only those who succeed and overcome this
challenge will be the companies of the future and
maintain their leadership position in the global
economy.
We are one of them.
Yours sincerely,
Diego Aponte
President & CEO
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MSC Shipmanagement Wins Top
Cyprus Shipping Award
We are delighted to accept a major award for our
contributiontotheshippingindustryandeconomy
of Cyprus, as well as for training and care of
seafarers.
The President of the Republic of Cyprus, Nicos
Anastasiades, presented the award to Mr.
Prabhat Jha, Group Managing Director of MSC
Shipmanagement Limited, at a ceremony in
Limassol.
“Despite the recent tough market conditions, MSC
has continued to invest in a modern fleet with the
latest generation of green technologies and in the
health and safety of our crew,” Mr. Jha said.
Addressing an audience including the Secretary
GeneraloftheInternationalMaritimeOrganization,
theEuropeanCommissionerforTransport,Cyprus’s
Minister for Transport, Communications & Works
and leading figures from the shipping sector from
around the world, Mr. Jha thanked the Masters,
Chief engineers, officers, crew and shore-based
staff in Limassol, India and Ukraine and highlighted
MSC Shipmanagement’s 98 percent crew retention
rate.
He also expressed gratitude towards the Aponte
family, which owns and manages the MSC group of
companies, for their trust and confidence in Cyprus,
and expressed his appreciation for the support of
local government and communities.
MSC Shipmanagement has significantly expanded
its activities in Cyprus, increasing more than fivefold
the number of managed vessels in the past seven
years, and today employs 175 people in the country.
At the same time, it has been a pioneer in
innovation and environmental matters and has
supported crew and cadets from the recently
established Cyprus Maritime Academy, Mr.
Haris Thrassou, chairman of the award selection
committee, said at the ceremony.

MSC Shipmanagement Wins Top Cyprus Shipping Award
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MSC Mediterranean Shipping Company, a leader
in global transportation, has received the highest
certification for vessel management systems,
safety, environment and efficiency.
In earning the 5 Star DNV GL Excellence rating,
MSC joins a select group of shipping lines which
have been commended for their exceptional
implementation of international standards.

MSC Awarded
5 Star “DNV GL
Excellence” For
Ship Management

I would like to thank our ship
management companies in
Cyprus and Sorrento for their
excellent work and congratulate them for this prestigious
commendation. MSC’s modern, holistic approach to applying international standards on
quality, safety and environmental compliance sets us apart
as a responsible, sustainable
business.
Diego Aponte,
President and CEO of MSC

DNV GL, a global quality assurance and risk
managementcompany,hasinparticularrecognised
MSC’s compliance with the following state-of-theart standards:
ISO 9001 (2008): Quality Management
ISO 14001 (2004): Environmental
Management Systems
ISO 50001 (2011): Energy Management
Systems
These are set by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), the worldwide federation of
national standards bodies. The ISO develops and
publishes standards for a variety of industries with
theaimofsharingknowledge,supportinginnovation
and providing solutions to global challenges.
MSC has one of the most modern container
shipping fleets, with 70 percent of vessels
introduced in the past 10 years. MSC introduced 40
new vessels in 2015-16 and has confirmed 11 orders
for container ships of 22,000 TEU in 2017.

10
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MSC uses market-leading software and “big data”
analytics to save money on compliant emissions
reporting and has invested in a range of retrofitting
solutions to reduce energy consumption and air
emissions from its fleet.
DNV GL commended MSC for its implementation
of the UN International Maritime Organization’s
(IMO) convention on ballast water management,
which entered into force on 8 September 2017.
DNV GL has also recognised MSC’s eco-friendly
new vessel and equipment designs, in accordance
with the GL Environmental Passport for Design
(EP-D). The passport recognizes not only current
regulations, but also the technical aspects of
upcoming requirements.
The 5 Star certification also covers MSC’s
application of the IMO’s International Safety
Management(ISM)CodeandInternationalShipand
Port Facility (ISPS) Code.
MSC’s ship management companies in Limassol,
Cyprus, and Sorrento, Italy oversee a combined
fleet of more than 325 ships, 14,000 crew and 400
shore-based staff.

With the 5 Star Excellence certification MSC demonstrates
a continued commitment to
meeting the highest safety and
environmental standards,”
said Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen,
CEO DNV GL – Maritime. “This
certification really puts MSC
in elite company and demonstrates to their customers a
willingness to go beyond simple compliance across a broad
range of rigorous standards.
We congratulate MSC on their
achievement and look forward
to continuing our longstanding
and productive partnership.
Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen,
CEO DNV GL – Maritime

Diego Aponte, President and CEO of MSC Group & Knut
Ørbeck-Nilssen, CEO DNV GL – Maritime

MSC Awarded 5 Star “DNV GL Excellence” For Ship Management
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Ship manager of
the Year Award
5th Year in a Row

MSC Shipmanagement Limited was once again
awarded “Ship Manager of The year Award” at the
Prestigious Sailor Today Annual award ceremony
held at Mumbai, India on 11th March 2017. This is
the 5th Year in a row we have been presented this
award.
It speaks volumes for the company and the Group
Managing Director Mr Prabhat Jha who took care of
all aspects of ship management.
This award is recognized by all partners of shipping
Industry and is widely publicized.
It is the seafarers who vote for Sailor Today’s awards
andwinningthisreaffirmsMSCShipmanagement’s
faith among the seafarers.
Mr Jha thanked all and specially mentioned
sincere thanks to our strong pool of sailing & shore
staff and our owners “Aponte’s Family” for their
continuous support.
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Best Foreign
Employer of Indian
Seafarer-2017
MSC Crewing Services India is deeply honoured for
receiving the prestigious award of “Best Foreign
Employer of Indian Seafarer-2017” on the 54th
Indian National Maritime Day, 05th April 2017, from
the National Maritime Day Committee (NMDC)
under Government of India.
The Award was received by Capt. M.P. Bhasin
(Managing Director, MSC Crewing Services, India)
from Chief Guest Vice Admiral Girish Luthra in the
presence of DG shipping Dr. Malini Shankar, various
other dignitaries and shipping fraternity.
This award is given after due diligence done by
committee consisting of Shipping Ministry, DGS
officials and professionals from the Industry.
Addressing the audience, Capt. M.P.Bhasin
expressed his gratitude towards the NMDC
committee and DG Shipping for recognizing the
company’s extraordinary contribution to the
shipping industry. He emphasized that due to
the company’s transparent policies and strong

Best Foreign Employer of Indian Seafarer - 2017

values, we have been able to deliver and meet
the industry’s and our strong pool of seafarer’s
expectations.
Additionally the company has many active welfare
programs in place for ensuring the well-being of
seafarers and their families. Round the year medical
benefits are given to ship staff at sea and ashore,
free Internet and calling facilities are also given on
board to all seafarers. All the vessels are equipped
with latest gymnasium equipment for ensuring top
fitness of its seafarers.
Capt. M.P.Bhasin thanked all the Masters, Chief
engineers, officers, crew and shore-based staff for
their invaluable contribution and commitment.
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Samudra
Manthan
Award

The Award was instituted by Bhandarkar
Publications which is a leading publication in the
Maritime Industry in India. It aims to fuel healthy
competition in the Maritime Sector and impart an
impetus to the industry to emerge stronger and
work better in the fields of Logistic and Maritime
Industry of India.
The Samudra Manthan Awards are considered one
of the prestigious awards and it is a platform for
the industry to showcase its achievements and
celebrate successes.
Among the 14 categories of Awards, MSC Crewing
Services was the winner amongst all the manning
as well as ship owning Companies that operate out
of India. MSC was the winning company on the
basis of the following achievements:
Highest retention Rate of Seafarers – 98%,
HighstandardofPre-joiningandsigning-off
related welfare measures for seafarers,
High standard of benevolence shown to
employees,
One of the highest standards of Training &
Development of Officers & Ratings,
Excellence in employee engagement
activities,
Contribution towards “Transforming India”
		
Swachha Bharat Abhiyan
		
(campaign for keeping India Clean)
		
Environment care, awareness,
		
distribution of free plants
		
Cleaning and colourful painting of
		
various plant-pots on the roads
		
Skill India (Various initiatives are
		
taken by company to train and
		
enhance the skills of candidates
		
by putting them in hands-on value
		
added training where specific skills
		are imparted.)
Accepting the award on behalf of MSC Crewing
Services, Capt. M. P. Bhasin said “MSC is fully
committed to the welfare & development of its
Seafarers and thanked seafarers and office staff for
their support and mentioned Mr Prabhat Jha for his
continuous guidance.

MSC Crewing Services India was awarded the
“Best Manning Company of the Year” for 2017 at
the Samudra Manthan Awards ceremony held in
Mumbai on 15th December 2017.
14
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In the previous years MSC Crewing Services had
won the Samudra Manthan Award in 2015 for
“Caring Company of the Year” & Samudra Manthan
Award in 2016 for “Shipowner - Manning & Training
Company of the Year”.

www.msc.com

Individual Awards
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National
Maritime
Rating
of Ukraine
Awards
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In March, 2017 National Maritime Rating of Ukraine
presented the award to MSC Shipmanagement
Limited, “Shipmanager of the year 2016” as being
theforeigncompanyemployingthelargestnumber
of Ukrainian seafarers for the year of 2016 and The
Best cadet program of 2016.
It should be noted that the same significant award
was presented to MSC Shipmanagement Limited, a
year ago.
For two consecutive years we are honoured and
proud to receive this award, showing a stable and
respectable niche of MSC in the field of recruitment.
Thanks to all our sea and shore staff for achieving
this.

National Maritime Rating of Ukraine Awards

www.msc.com

Investment
promotion forum
award at Odessa

Investment promotion forum award at Odessa

On the 6th of October, 2017 The Investment
Promotion Forum Odessa 5T organized by the
Mayor and City Hall of Odessa presented one of
the most valuable and remarkable awards for the
year of 2016 to MSC Shipmanagement Limited
as to the foreign Company employing the largest
number of Ukrainian seafarers. Words of gratitude
addressed to MSC Shipmanagement Limited were
pronouncedbyMayorofOdessa,emphasizinggreat
contribution to the development and economy
sphere of Odessa city and its region.
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MSC’S 98% Crew Retention Rate:
Insight from a Leader of Seafarers
Extracts from the Crew Connect Global 2017 summit held at Manila
Seafarers today are increasingly attracted to
sophisticated training, professional development,
andlong-termemploymentaccordingtothesurvey
by MSC Shipmanagement, the Cyprus-based unit
ofMSCMediterraneanShippingCompany,aleading
global container line.
The results of the biannual crew engagement
survey, which polled more than 4,500 cargo-ship
seafarers, have validated a decision by managers
several years ago to introduce top-class leadership
training, a range of vessel-handling simulator
classes and soft skills coaching.

MSC has been investing
significantly in the career skills of
seafarers, creating a culture of
training and development.

MSC has created 10,000 seafarer jobs in developing
countries in the past 7 years and employs more
than 14,000 crew at MSC Shipmanagement in
Limassol, Cyprus and its sister ship management
company in Sorrento, Italy.
Some 95 percent of respondents in the crew
engagement survey said that training others is
everybody’s duty. More than 90 percent said that
they are committed to personal and professional
growth and that MSC is a leader in the maritime
industry in providing good working conditions.
MSC rigorously and scientifically measures crew
commitment. This year’s survey recorded strong
emotional commitment to working for MSC, which
helps predict future performance onboard ships.
More than two thirds of crew expect to work at MSC
forever and just 4 percent said they expect to work
at MSC for only three years or less, according to the
survey.

Mr. Prabhat Jha,
Group Managing Director of MSC
Shipmanagement

said in a keynote speech at the CrewConnect 2017
conference in Manila in November. “Our people
believe that once they have been trained, it is their
responsibility to train other people.”
Training & professional development

A world of opportunities

MSC’s training program ranges from Management
Development Programs and executive coaching to
crew self-evaluation and 360-degree feedback on
managers. Ship handling courses are developed
in-house and are adapted to suit vessel sizes and
the experience of Masters who enact simulations
of navigating the Suez Canal or turning into large,
busy ports. This has helped MSC Shipmanagement
retain 98% of crew it employs.

“We’re telling them: come aboard and we will give
you a career and a chance of promotion”, Jha said.
“MSC offers a world of opportunities”.

18
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MSC uses a third-party survey company, to perform
anindependentcrewengagementsurveyeverytwo
years, as well as taking feedback from every crew
member upon disembarkation after a voyage at
sea.
www.msc.com

Punctual monthly wage payments, Internet
availability and a culture of safety onboard
container vessels are also significant criteria for
seafarers assessing their employer, according to the
survey.
Technology onboard
With the impact of digitization and technological
change on seafarers forming a key theme of
the conference in Manila, Jha highlighted that 9
out of 10 crew said that MSC was good at using
technology to improve day-to-day work.
For example, MSC’s market-leading software
crunches information from vessel movements
with “big data” analytics, helping crew to work
seamlessly with shore-based colleagues.
Meanwhile, Internet access is more readily available
today versus two years ago, the survey found, after
a disappointing score in the last survey prompted
management to improve connections onboard.

While some seafarers in the industry want to retain
a sense of independence and freedom, moving
between different shipping lines and temporary
work agencies, MSC Shipmanagement values
long-term commitments and is pleased to note
that more than 90 percent of crew report a strong
feeling of “belongingness” to the company.
Seafarers are people, not commodities
Evenwhiletechnologyisdevelopingrapidlyandthe
containershippingindustryisactivelyexploringthe
potential of artificial intelligence and robotics, MSC
continues to value and reward people, Jha said.
“To MSC, seafarers are not commodities to be
swappedbetweencompanies.Weofferpermanent
employment to those who are willing to learn and
pass on their knowledge to others.”

MSC’S 98% Crew Retention Rate: Insight from a Leader of Seafarers
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MSC Madhu B

On delivery from HHIC Phil

MSC Madhu B
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Survey
Summary MSC
Shipmanagement
Seafarers
Engagement
Survey 2017
By Per Palmer and
Krishan Sharma

Method
Net Promoter Score (NPS)

When MSC Shipmanagement (MSCSMCY) first
conducted its Seafarers’ Engagement survey in
2015 it was based on true belief that the seagoing
staff’s opinion was very key and valuable to be
understood and addressed in a structured way. This
year Comaea Consulting was engaged to conduct
the second bi-annual survey to follow-up and
measure improvements and changes compared to
the result two years ago, a result that was showing
unprecedentedly high scores.
Mr. Prabhat Jha therefore asked us to come back
with the suggestions on how we can make it more
robust and quantify the level of engagement
of our seafarers. Thus, we started with the aim
to find what is important for the shore-based
management to know, what will help them do
better in managing the ships, and above all what
counts when we want to ensure that our most
importantcolleaguesremainemotionallyengaged
in working with MSC.
22
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The Seafarer Engagement Survey 2017 is a
refined and improved survey based on the survey
conducted in 2015, i.e. the same principles and
method for collection, analysis and reporting. The
structure of using Net Promoter Score (NPS) and
Key Areas is the same but the number of questions
have been adjusted to eight questions per key
area, the rationale behind was to simplify at the
same time remove questions that were sometime
overlapping or not relevant to ask any longer. Also,
this year the Seafarers were given opportunity to
give suggestions on how they see things that can
be improved for each key area. The process and
quality assurance of the questionnaire was done
in close collaboration with the Management Team
under lead of the Group Managing Director Mr. Jha.

www.msc.com

Response

Demographics

Response rate - Merchant ships
Crewing units

This year’s survey including crew on merchant
ships - all our seafaring population of MSC SM –
over eight thousand seafarers in the pool – were
approached across all ranks and all nationalities.
Out of seafarers approached and the ones having
correct email addresses (about 87% correct email
addresses),67%ofMerchantShipsCrewresponded
to the survey. Compared to last, this is a marginally
lower from percentage perspective, however the
total number of responses increased by 1,500 and
as a result the total number of responses exceeded
5,0001 compared to last survey. For similar surveys,
the response rate on average ranges between 3540 percent in response rate. The response rate by
any standards is one of the highest response rates
that we have seen in our career as consultants
collectively spanning over four decades. For this
remarkable response rate, we need to give a big
thank you to the seafarers and also the MSC SM
crewing offices and coordinating team in Cyprus for
their dedication and hard work. The commitment
from the seafarers, crewing team and the
management in our view is extraordinary.

India | Ukraine

Nationality

Bangladeshi. Indian. Pakistani. Ukrainian. Russian.
Romainian...

Rank Group

Officers. Ratings. Trainiee Officers

Status

On board. On Leave.

Years in MSCSMCY

Less 1 year - more than 5 years

We approached all seafarers in all ranks and all
nationalities. Those who were new as well as those
who had done over a decade with us, had a chance
to express their views. By including all, we were
able to achieve the highest level of robustness
to the analysis that one can have. We translated
the questionnaire also to Russian. The largest
response in numbers was from the Indian crewing
offices, but in percentages, it was more or less
similar between the Indian and Ukrainian crewing
offices, respectively 67% and 68%. But overall,
the highest response rates were received from
the Pakistani and the Bangladeshi crew of above
80%. The response rate for the Russian translated
questionnaire was 52%.

TotalnumberofresponsesforMerchantShipsCrewwas5,170,however
100 were removed from the final result as part of data cleaning where
these did not contain complete information about the respondent.
1

Big Finding – How long you want to work with MSC SM
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In an engagement survey like this, a big question
to ask is “How long you plan to continue to work
with MSC SM?” In Academic research literature
it is a well-recognized variable to assess the
overall “commitment” of employees. It is also
recognizedasaproxyforoverallqualityofcompany
performance in meeting those factors that are
important to its employees, lack of which results
in employees having a higher “intention to quit”
the company. It was encouraging to see that an
overwhelming majority 66% felt they want to sail
forever with MSC, this is an increase from 65% last
survey. Cumulatively 77% want to sail for more
than 4 years. This in our view is a very encouraging
indicator of the company performance on
questions that are valuable for seafarers and a very
happy sign for the company’s stability of the pool,
only1%oftherespondentsindicatedthattheywere
planning to stay less than one year.
THE RESULT – UNDERSANDING NPS
As described in the first chapter a common, and
“universal” question asked in surveys is whether
therespondentwouldrecommendthecompanyto
friends and/or colleagues. This question, known as
the Net Promoter Score (NPS), gives an idea of how
well a company performs as a whole. In the seafarer
engagement survey this acts as an overall compass
and guide for knowing we are on the right track, and
makes it possible to compare how different groups
of seafarers differ and have commonalities. It also
gives management a singular score to use in followups, set targets and use as an “early-warning”
and benchmark over time. In addition to the NPS
seafarers were also aske prioritised questions from
11 key areas.

conclude that the NPS ranges from 43 to 75 for
Merchant Ships Crew. In practical terms it means
thattheseafarersoverwhelminglyareactingastrue
ambassadors for the company which generates a
positive commitment and outlook on the company
both internally and externally. As an example
we can see in the diagram above that 59% of
Merchant Ships Crew are Promoters and 13% are
Detractors, hence giving the NPS 46, indicating an
overwhelming number of Promoters. The diagram
also shows that the number of Promoters has
increased compared to last Survey by nearly 10%,
and the number of Detractors has decreased by
9%.
Key Areas
INFORMATION |
COMMUNICATION

VALUES

LEADERSHIP

HUMAN CAPITAL

ON BOARD

ON LEAVE

ORGANIZATIONAL
EXCELLENCE

SERVICE
EXCELLENCE

CSR

SIX KEY
OBJECTIVES

We had asked our seafarers to rate us on 11 key
areas, each area had 8 prioritised questions. For
each of the questions, it was important to know
how our seafarers rated us (on a 7-point scale), as
well as to know how important they considered a
particular question within the key area is applicable
for them. Before we go into a bit more detail, it
is important to note that MSC SM was generally
rated six plus on the seven-point scale on most
questions.

The NPS score in this year’s survey has increased
dramatically and shows a high score of 46, which
is an increase by 18 points compared to last survey.
Looking at details for specific group we can
NPS Merchant Crew 2015 VS 2017
Your Overall Experience:
How likely would you recommend a colleague or a
friend to begin work at MSC Shipmanagement?
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supporting the fact that the company as a whole
is offering good career growth opportunities. The
second most important question was related to
whether MSC SM keeps its promises and MSC SM
got a score of 6.12/7, an uptick by 5 points from last
survey.
3. Leadership

Generally speaking, if an individual question, or
the key area as a whole, is below 5 out of 7 it is
an indication to look into this and elaborate on
more details, analyse and conclude on actions
to take. Good news is that the key area average
is well above this threshold – there are a few
individual questions that fall below – but majority
of questions are above. By any standards, the result
that we see for MSC SM is exceptionally high, the
total average for Merchant Ships Crew is 6.26/7.
Comparedtolastsurveythetotalaverageincreased
by five points, up from 6.21/7, which is a remarkable
improvement given the high result in the first place.
1. Information | Communication
Information and communication across the
organization and among shipboard teams seems
to be working well. The main tools being used are
staff meetings, emails, and calls. For Merchant
Ships Crew the highest rated at 6.35/7 was about
communication relating to strategy, objectives,
policies and direction of the company. Also, 50%
of the staff felt that this was the most important
area that needs good level of communication
between the management and seafarers. What
needs to be slightly better is information about
next assignment (5.90/7). It was also found that
the seafarers primarily gained information through
their immediate manager and staff/information
meetings, this is an up-tick of 5% compared to last
survey. Interesting to note, is that rumours still has
its share of how information is spread, 6% of the
crew responded this is the case.
2. MSC SM Values
The most important value that seafarers feel is that
MSC SM gives a good opportunity to seafarers for
both personal growth and development of their
careers. While 51% of the Merchant Ships Crew felt
that it was important for them to have growth
opportunities, MSC SM also got a score of 6.23/7 an uptick by 20 points from last survey – strongly

On leadership, 52% of the Merchant Ships Crew
rated it as very important – whether or not my
supervisors keep the subordinates well informed
about what is expected from them. This was
also rated the highest at 6.33/7 - an uptick of
10 points from last survey, indicating that it was
not only the office staff but also the shipboard
management team that demonstrated clear
leadership by engagement. Like the result we saw
in the last survey, one area, which has slight scope
of improvement, is guiding and training juniors at
all levels, which this year is 6.02/7 an improvement
by 4 points from last survey. We can also reaffirm
that anyone in MSC SM could talk to his supervisor
freely and frankly without any fear, this increased to
6.27/7, an improvement of 8 points compared to
last survey. If we consider that leadership is about
influencing others to do their best, Merchant Ships
Crew scored well (above 6 on a 7-point scale) on
the questions such as supervisors encouraging
subordinates to do well, having trust in others,
allowing freedom to take initiative, and taking
interest in others.
4. Human Capital
The Human Capital key area in MSC SM relates
to, how do we build competence among our staff
and grow our people so that they can realize their
true potential. Among the 8 questions it seems
there was a fair spread of importance as well as
performance of MSC SM on all questions (all above
5.95). This indicates that even though MSC SM
management is doing very good in developing its
Human Capital it needs to target all these areas
continuously without letting go any one of them.
It is always a strength when any organization not
only targets employees’ professional growth but
also when an employee starts believing in the
fact that their growth is linked to the company
growth. On all these questions linked to seafarers’
professional growth, MSC SM scored 6.47/7, an
increase by 27 points from last survey. Like in the
last survey some concern is that promotion criteria
could be better communicated or could be fairer
5.89/7. When we analysed the data at a much
deeper level of analysis – across ranks, nationalities
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and officers versus rating – it seems this is a
structural problem of the industry. For example,
promotion of rating to officers – the industry wide
mechanicscoupledwithsocioeconomicconstraints
for the ratings – it is not easy. On the other hand,
promotions are also linked to external certifications
that are often beyond the company’s control.
5. On-board
Any one linked to seafaring knows how important
food is on-board a ship. So, it was naturally
expected that this would be an important question.
Over 51% of the Merchant Ships Crew rated it as
very important. Interestingly we found that the
satisfaction/score with the food was increased
to 6.14/7 which is an uptick of 13 points. This year
the on-board working atmosphere was seen as
more important than the quality of food, 54%
Merchant Ships Crew rated it as important. MSC
SM did perform well on this question getting a
score of 6.19/7, the latter still shows room for
improvements but not alarming. Aside food and
working environment, the Internet availability
was a relatively big issue in last survey, this year
however we notice a remarkable uptick of 67 point
to 5.88/7 for this specific question (Merchant
Ships Crew). This is a direct result of the fact that
this question was addressed and actioned by
management after last survey. One question still
relevant from last survey is to understand how
advancement of technology and social media like
WhatsApp, Facebook, could be utilised by MSC SM
in communication with the seafarers.
6. On-Leave
Engagement with seafarers during leave remains a
tricky area. How much contact and communication
with on-leave seafarers is enough is something
that no one knows! But as we found out during
the survey, MSC SM is doing well on these
questions. For example, on questions of taking
careofseafarers’requirementspromptly,informing
seafarers about certifications during leave, taking
care of needs and being in touch with seafarers
while on leave, MSC SM scored above 6 on a
7-point scale. These were also important in view of
the seafarers. One area that stands out, and likely
can be improved is taking a proactive approach
to the wellbeing and welfare of seafarers while on
leave. For Merchant Ships Crew the score is 5.74/7
(unchanged from last survey). Based on last survey,
a deeper analysis across rank, age and background
re-confirms that ratings feel more need in this area
as compared to officers.
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7. Organizational excellence
Again (!), we want to congratulate MSC SM team
about their exceptional performance on how they
disburse the wages. Timely remittance of wages
is considered important by 57% of seafarers, and
this for the Merchant Ships Crew was the question
which received the highest rated 6.78/7 (an uptick
of 9 points from last survey). The score is reaffirmed
through cross tabulation across rank, nationalities,
levels etc. Exceptional, and consistent result as the
base is so many seafarers and the score nears a
perfect 7/7 score, again we compliment MSC SM
team because we have never seen such results in
ship management or any other industries we have
worked with over the years.
8. Service excellence
Around 50% of the Merchant Ships Crew felt that
high standards of operations and maintaining the
safety culture was critical and most important to
achieveserviceexcellence.Onboththesequestions
MSC SM scored very well, 6.32/7 and 6.40/7, which
is an increase by 5 point compared to last survey.
One question that is established in management
research as a key predictor of stability of the
seafaring pool and as a result quality of the pool
and shipboard environment is “commitment
to stay with the company”. MSC SM did well
here as well scoring 6.49/7 indicating that HR
Systems were working well at the core parameters.
Maturity and longer tenure of the seafarers was
also reflective in the importance assigned to this
question (38% seafarers indicated so). In our other
surveys relating to seafarers we don’t see this level
of engagement. Naturally as a result the seafarers
felt that MSC SM has a good reputation in the
market, showing 6.45/7 (an uptick of 10 points
since last survey).
9. Corporate Social responsibility
Like last survey, also this year the Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) is improved by 4 points
and is near perfect, the average score is 6.64/7
(!) MSC Shipmanagement Crew/Seafarers feel
that protecting the environment is the utmost
priority for the company and they feel it is their
responsibility to protect the environment, the score
for “it is my responsibility as a seafarer to protect
the environment” is 6.80/7. It is exceptionally
high considering that this score is based on
4,970 seafarers. They are willing and able to take
ownership of protecting the environment. On the
other hand, the effort that MSC SM puts in fuel
efficiency initiatives makes seafarers proud, thanks
www.msc.com

to its positive environmental impact. Seafarers are
also happy with the efforts the company puts in
following the Maritime Labour Conventions and
keeping the seafarers well rested. By far, CSR was
the best rated area where none of the questions
measured were below 6.5 on a 7-pont scale and as
such MSC SM deserves compliment on maintaining
such high standards as suggested by its seafarers.
10. MSC SM’s SIX COMPANY
Objectives
MSC SM has “six company objectives” that it wants
to focus on in its day-to-day operations - this is like
MSC SM doctrine that all seafarers are expected
to live by. And over all there is a highest level of
agreement by the seafarers on board. It is evident
that they live by it.

with MSC SM that what seems impossible, it is just
word to overcome with right dedication and drive.
That we have learnt in the process.
For us this survey sets another benchmark on
key indicators such as commitment, response
rate and also the high score the survey results
showed. If it were just a few hundred seafarers we
could have felt that it might be easy, but at this
large scale, it indeed sets a benchmark. But for
us, another incredible benchmark was the support
and commitment we got from the management
team as well as ‘you’ the main asset of any ship
management company – seafarers. We thank you
whole-heartedly.

The score for this year has been adjusted taking
in consideration that last survey had a slightly
different set of objectives, hence comparison with
last survey is not fully relevant. The questions Zero
Pollution and “Rust Free Deck. Leak Free Engine
Room & Shining Accommodation” were added.
MSC Shipmanagement - 6 Company Objectives

*In 2008 the objectives have been revised & there are now 7 Company Objectives

In conclusion
It has been a privilege to work on this project
and though we never doubted the ability of MSC
SM to do the impossible, perform and produce
exceptional results, we were not certain if and
how the last surveys exceptional result could
be matched this year. But we were pleasantly
surprised that the high scores were improved and
taken to an unmatched level, though it may seem
an improvement of 0.05 points for Merchant
Ships Crew as a whole is an amazing and almost
impossible task. But we have learnt from working
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MSC SHIPMANAGEMENT LIMITED:
Evolution towards High Performance
Organization
By Nita Jha
MSC Shipmanagement Limited, Cyprus today is among the biggest in-house ship management
organization in the world, managing exclusively MSC Vessels from one centre. 3 modern bulk carriers and 2
modern car carriers also feature among its managed vessels, which predominantly consist of only container
vessels.
MSC Shipmanagement is one of the young family members of the MSC Group which is today undisputedly
recognized and respected as a global leader in container shipping. MSC Shipmanagement is one of
the few companies whose entire operated fleet and shore office is accredited with ISO 9001 (Quality
Management), ISO 14001 (Environment Management Certification), ISO 50001 (Energy Management System
Certification), ISO 26000 (Corporate Social Responsibility) and OSHAS 18001 accreditation. In addition, MSC
Shipmanagement received the DNV GL Excellence 5 Stars Certification (2017) stating its compliance with
high state-of-the art standards for the operation of container carriers, car carriers and bulk carriers in the
categories of fleet, management systems, safety & security, environment & efficiency.

VISION
To manage 500 ships through organic growth of human capital, development and adoption of right
technology and continued industry collaboration.
MISSION STATEMENT
To be at the cutting edge of ship management operations measured in its reliability, foresight, dedication to
environmental protection. This we achieve by empowering people, growing teams, shifting decision making
to frontline and listening-understanding-encouraging dialogue throughout the organization.
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AWARDS
MSC Shipmanagement is an employer of choice and has received numerous awards from both
governmental and non-governmental organisations over the years including:
5 years in a row, Best Ship Manager award in India
2 years in a row Best Ship Manager award in Ukraine
Twice Best Foreign Employer of the Indian seafarer from the Government of India
Best Cadet Training Program in Ukraine
Award for 2016 Shipping Sector in Cyprus for the largest owned ship management company
and for creating a large number of local jobs
Shipping Industry Award 2017 from the President of Cyprus

MSC’s container carrying capacity has seen exponential growth over the years, thanks to the vision of
the founding Aponte family and the dedication of its employees and loyalty of its customers. MSC
Shipmanagement’s managed fleet has mirrored this growth of its parent company. With the delivery of
MSC Madhu B, 12238 TEU container vessel on 11th Dec 2017, from HHIC-Phil Subic yard, built under own
supervision the total number of managed vessels, including the cruise vessels under crew management,
reached 200. All employees ashore at Limassol, India and Ukraine office and on-board our managed vessels
are extremely proud of this new milestone and express their sincere gratitude to MSC Geneva Management
for their trust and confidence in the ability of our organization.

Inauguration on the delivery of MSC Madhu B - 200th vessel for MSC SM CY
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EVOLUTION OF MSC SHIPMANAGEMENT LIMITED, CYPRUS
MSC Shipmanagement Limited, Cyprus is now in its 10th year and the company has undergone many
changes over the years and besides the core technical and operational skills which is the backbone of
the company, there are five main areas where most of the changes and improvements have taken place
enabling us not only to perform to the expectations of MSC Geneva Management but also continuously
improve our processes and grow the talent pool ready to continue growing and meeting future challenges.
Organizational development
In simple terms, Organizational development is defined as the process of enhancing the effectiveness and
efficiency of an organization and well-being of its members through planned interventions. We have our
own vision, mission and core values, which is fully aligned to MSC Group core values. Our organizational
design has undergone numerous transformation to cater increases in the number of fleets, teams and new
departments and to ensure that we deliver the performance as per expectations. To lead and be adaptive
to change is one of our values which has allowed us to integrate the fleet transferred from the Hong Kong
fleet in a seamless manner and also have necessary resources for our sustainable growth. We have all the
necessary ISO certifications as mentioned earlier in this article and at present work is ongoing for Cyber
security certification (ISO 27000). We undertake organizational effectiveness surveys, crew engagement
surveys, have optimized various internal process and policies for continuing to develop the organization.
Investing in People
We invest heavily in the career development of our people. At MSC, we always have new challenges which
makes us grow professionally and keeps us motivated. It also ensures that the senior Management stays
focused and continuously develop their knowledge so that they can provide right support to the rest
of the organization. We are proud to have two full mission bridge and engine simulators at Mumbai and
Odessa. Our cadets and trainees training program is quite big now as we recruit over 500 such positions
each year. We also believe in our people maintaining good health and gym on board along with the marine
benefits scheme for crew when on leave are some steps taken in this direction. So far we have trained
over 750 people on our bespoke leadership development training course and we will continue to focus on
leadership development across all ranks as this is a mindset and not a requirement for any specific rank
only. We continue to empower our people to take more responsibility by growing and developing them.
Continuous growth of our managed fleet has created number of opportunities for our people to grow and
we are very proud that all our managerial positions were filled from within. This philosophy, which comes
from none other than our founder Chairman, Capt. G. Aponte has ensured right morale and loyalty among
our employees.
Leadership and team building workshop focuses on providing a good understanding of effective leadership
attributes, how to influence people, how to build a team, how to avoid mistakes, how to utilize their strength
areas more effectively and get more passionate about company’s vision, mission and core values. This
enables participants to apply these concepts learned in various situation and more specifically:
To adapt in multi-cultural and diverse
environment
To motivate and encourage juniors and
ratings
To use clear communication for critical
operations
To handle people related issues and resolve
conflict with confidence
To use influencing skills to get more done
by same person
To build a better team on board
To develop highly engaged talent pool
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Leadership Development
Training at MSC Shipmanagment

Management level officers attended Leadership development training

Innovation at work
This is where our vision comes in as well… before making the automatic data acquisition dream come true, it
was important that all the vessels have internet on board and ours was the first company to have fleet wide
internet on board and provide free internet to all our crew members and promoting better communication
in all respects. A large number of vessels have been retrofitted with new bow and new propeller to reduce
fuel consumption and achieve significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from our vessels’ operation.
Our technical team is always ahead of the industry to meet any new regulations compliance as you have
seen with the actions of our team for meeting the ballast water regulations compliance. Another important
initiative that has helped company reduce accident, is Harbour manoeuvring plans, which is unique and has
been developed in-house. Today our team on-board and ashore is always looking at new ways to innovate
whether it comes to technology or operational practices.
Organizational culture
Value driven culture is a must to remain sustainable in today’s ever evolving business environment. Today’s
world is unique, full of diversity, full of new ideas and culture is the only thing that can bind us all and keep
glued in an organization. Like any organization, we have people who have varied personality, age, religion,
ethnicity, motivation and aspirations but we are all glued together with 3 letters: M S C! Culture is formed
and built over the years and starts from the Founder of the company. In our case taking the name of Mr.
Aponte itself brings passion in mind, taking MSC name brings image of security, growth, opportunities.
Over the years, values, beliefs, behaviour, symbols adopted by the Aponte family have shaped and
influenced our organization’s culture and the behaviour of people on a day to day basis.
Simply staying positive allows us to keep our attention wide and open to new ideas and staying focused.
Spending time with right people in the right room with right mindset will open gates to success! We have
built a positive work environment whether on board our managed ships or at shore offices based on 3
factors:
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Treating People right
Climate of Trust
Fostering collaboration
This has been further supplemented with open
communication and promoting accountability in
our organization ensuring that there is no place for
‘blame culture’. We have increased our know-how
by continuously sharing knowledge and investing in
learning new knowledge to keep our competency
ahead of our competitors.

We at MSC Shipmanagement believe that:
Without trust, you cannot lead.
Without trust, you cannot make people
believe in you or in each other
Without trust, you cannot accomplish extra
ordinary things
We have seen through our own experience that
Individuals who are unable to trust others fail to
become leaders, they end up doing too much work
themselves and fail to focus on big picture.

Treating
People
Right

Climate of Trust

Treating People Right

Value Creation
All above measures have brought us where we are today and we are proud to have a highly capable
shore team dedicated crew and officers on board. We have managed to optimize all processes and have
significantly reduced our vessel running costs while maintaining high standards and very close attention
to environment and reputation. Our team has undertaken very difficult and nearly impossible challenges
like Ropax ferry Rhapsody retrofit etc and this is how MSC Shipmanagement has evolved over the years to
become one of the largest in house ship management company in the world managing over 200 vessels
it is considered to be better than the best in the ship management industry. MSC Shipmanagement has
received many awards from industry body and Governments in all our main areas of operation namely
Cyprus, India & Ukraine mainly due to our sincere effort for taking care of the people. This is also evident
by the exceptionally high retention rate of crew and the fact that our crew are our brand ambassadors. This
results in MSC Shipmanagement having more number of qualified crew waiting to join us in a market having
shortage of skilled crew.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE ORGANIZATION (HPO)
I had worked with professor Dr. Constantine Kontoghiorghes on my research on Organizational Effectiveness
in year 2014-15 and initiated many measures towards strengthening critical attributes to establish High
Performance Culture at MSC Shipmanagement.
Our objectives to create a High performance organization can be broadly classified in four areas:
Talented people, who are willing to step up in their career, their life, who aspire to be recognized, will more
likely be attracted to work for us, where the culture is high Performance, change driven and is ethical.
In this kind of set up, people will have the opportunity to perform at high levels and be treated fairly. Plus
they will experience numerous developmental opportunities that is unique to MSC Shipmanagement due to
continuous growth of its managed fleet.
In such a kind of culture, employees feel a stronger connection between effort and performance, which
makes work more motivating, satisfying and purposeful.
Overall feeling of personal accomplishment, purpose, fit along with ethical treatment in our organization’s
culture is expected to have positive impact on an employee willingness to stay with the company.
Attracting Talented People
to MSC, where the culture is
change driven and ethical.

Positive Impact on
Employee Willingness to
stay with MSC.

Opportunity to perform at
higher levels, Fair
treatment and
Developmental
opportunities.

Establish stronger connection between effort and
performance making work
motivating, satisfying and
purposeful.

Objective of creating high
performance organization at
MSC Shipmanagement

Below is the HPO model created based on the research and this was published in the International Journal
of Human Resource Management in 2016. This culture and talent management model states that the HPO
culture leads to job motivation, job satisfaction and organizational satisfaction and these positively influence
the commitment of employee’s intention to stay with the organization. In this culture, people feel more
valued, recognized for their work and this has a strong effect on retention.
First core cultural dimension is Respect and it has many advantages:
It creates good reputation of MSC,
It becomes main driver of our ability to
recruit new talent.
It creates engaged employees which
improves performance of the team
And finally, it removes stress from
workplace, allowing ideas to flow,
communicate freely and helps people
become creative.
Ethical culture is the critical feature for HPO. Its core values are respect for people and integrity. Developing
the work environments, which are based on trust and respect will lead to high-involvement. Company
policies execution and culture on board is highly influenced by senior management on board. This does not
need any clarification. Our people on board, Masters and Chief engineers as head of the team on board the
vessels are the ones who create/shape up the work environment on board vessels.
MSC SHIPMANAGEMENT LIMITED: Evolution towards High Performance Organization
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High Performance Organization (HPO): Validation of the kontoghiorghes HPO culture and talent
management model using MSC Shipmanagement organisational effectiveness survey
Focus on open communication is always an important briefing point for all ranks in our company and we
always emphasize and insist on communication which is 24 x 7 and is transparent. All Management scholars
agree that open communication is one of the main building blocks of the organization which promotes
employee involvement and is the driver of employee performance. We have been quite successful in this
aspect which was also reconfirmed by the results of recent crew engagement survey where it is evident that
there is nearly no room for rumours in our organization. Rumours grow where the open communication
is blocked. No matter how approachable you are as the Manager, chances are good that your people are
withholding valuable intelligence from you. Whether it is report from vessel to office or internally on the ship.
Our Management depends on feedback and so do the senior people on board the vessels. Advantage on
board vessel is that the senior management on board the vessel can verify any issue on the spot and this
puts them in unique position to be the Master of the information. It has been confirmed by various studies
that the company’s tactics for getting people to open up often fall short for two reasons:

1.
2.

Fear of consequences (that I will be blamed for bringing this up)
A sense of futility (What is the point of bringing to attention or reporting as there is lack of trust that
right action will be taken).

We have worked hard to ensure that above two barriers are completely removed in our organization and a
very simple mantra here is to become the Super boss who do not let others control their access to people on
the front line. You need to remain connected to the front to be able to make right decisions.

BECOME MORE
APPROACHABLE

DIRECT ACCESS TO
THE PEOPLE ON
FRONT LINE

CREATE MORE
VOCAL CULTURE

COHESIVE
BEHAVIOUR
AND CLARITY

OVER
COMMUNICATE

5 measures in practice at MSC Shipmanagement for promoting open communication
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Combined with Open communications and ethical culture, we have created an empowering work context
which gives our people access to the information, knowledge and autonomy, they need in order to invent
new solutions to the problems or create new processes or service and become more responsible. This is
what makes our company unique in terms of resources.
Research shows that on average people would like to hear 7 times before they follow it! Repeating makes
people believe that leaders are attached to it. We all need to become CRO – Chief Reminding Officer to
make it a great place to work and to ensure that all our policies are implemented properly so that not only
we deliver cargo to our customers safely but all our people on board remain safe and promote high safety
culture.
Other HPO dimensions of change - driven, quality - driven and technology - driven- collectively represents
key characteristics of a sociotechnical entity. It is a must! We all know what happened to Nokia and
Blackberry! These also present new learning and developmental opportunities and leads to satisfaction.
We have seen many new learnings whereby initiatives have resulted in making MSC highly competitive,
whether it is making older ships more fuel efficient or developing competencies of our engineers to operate
modern electronic engines in a professional manner or developing navigational skills of our Master to
manoeuvre the mega container vessels or the data analysis which continuously guides us to the areas
requiring further improvement.
In conclusion

1.

The measures above promote Job satisfaction, Job motivation and organizational satisfaction and
positively influence the commitment of the employee’s intention to stay with the organization.

2.

Organizational commitment facilitates talent attraction and makes people feel more valued,
recognized for their work and this has a strong effect on retention or intention to quit.

3.

A healthy employee- employer relationship supported by open communications leads to highly
committed workforce. It is this kind of relationship that allows us to build the reputation of MSC
Shipmanagement as an Employer of Choice!

SUSTAINING GROWTH & PERFORMANCE
Our President and CEO of MSC Group, Mr. Diego Aponte believes that every company must accept the
challenge of running a sustainable and ethical business.
We all, at MSC, are aware that the Company’s main goal is not to make profits but to ensure that the
company grows in a sustainable manner giving environment the top priority. Today’s workforce is deeply
motivated by the corporate social responsibility and a compelling sense of purpose.

MSC SHIPMANAGEMENT LIMITED: Evolution towards High Performance Organization
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In order to sustain this continued growth and performance at MSC Shipmanagement, it is important that
we continue to bring clarity to our purpose and to base our actions on the principles of the MSC Group and
Aponte family, develop processes to keep the organization agile and change driven. This focus on purpose,
principles and processes will help engage our people in support of high performance and help us achieve the
seven company objectives.

In the last edition of our magazine our Group MD & CEO Mr. Prabhat Jha had highlighted the importance of
replacing ‘Control’ by ‘Coaching & Mentoring’. Coaching culture is very important for modern organisation. To
take organisation forward we will need to create a coaching culture for sustainable growth.
Coaching and mentoring are believed to be offering the businesses a win-win situation to the development
36
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of their workforce. Though coaching and mentoring have slightly different approaches; they both ultimately
work towards exploring and nurturing new talents of individuals allowing them to reach their full potential,
along with the constant improvement of the productivity and competitiveness of the business wholly. It is
our belief that coaching programs not only make better use of people, skills and resources but also, save
time & cost (since the problem of poor performance is tackled and employees are trained to use their
skills better and so are more independent and better suited for the job) and increase overall employee
satisfaction. It will be among one of the areas that we will focus in coming years and make coaching culture
an integral part of MSC Shipmanagement.

Coaching unlocks a person’s potential to maximise their own performance,
helping them to learn rather teaching them.
Sir John Whitmore

Emotional intelligence is the ability to monitor your feelings and those of others and to use that information
to guide your thinking and behaviour. According to the famous author, psychologist Daniel Goleman’s
model of Emotional Intelligence (EI), there are several areas of personal and social competences that each
individual has, such as: self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy and social skills. The aim of
a coach or mentor should be to have as much positive impact as possible on each of these during their
interactions with employees in order to bring out the best in them. This subject of emotional intelligence is
highly relevant as it is a prerequisite to be a successful leader and many research scholars are of the opinion
that EI is twice as important as technical skills and IQ. We will focus on this particular area specifically in our
leadership development training courses.

MSC SHIPMANAGEMENT LIMITED: Evolution towards High Performance Organization
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MSC Family Culture

Children’s party during christmas 2017

Greek dancing by members of staff
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Indian dance by wives & children - Diwali 2017

Indian dance by wives & children - Diwali 2017

MSC Family Culture
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New Builds at Philippines

B R Mukund

New Building of 5 x 11,000 TEU container vessels
was commenced in the last quarter of 2015
at HHIC-Phil shipyard and the last vessel was
delivered on 04th January 2018. For the Project
Department this has been another challenging two
years after the Rhapsody Project.
Though the yard was contracted for building 11,000
TEU capacity, the capacity was increased from
11,037 TEU to 12,238 TEU compared to previous
series of sister vessels. Two extra tiers were added
and ships can load up to 12th tier aft of the
accommodationblock.Thiswasalsomadepossible
byincreasingonemoredeckintheaccommodation
and having telescopic Radar Masts. The Reefer
container capacity was also increased from 1,400
FEU to 2,212 FEU as compared to previous series
of sister vessels built in the same yard for other
Owners.

(Bow thruster & Rudder trunk Grease) as
well as in Deck Machinery.
Designated dangerous goods bilge water
tank (IMDG) for cargo holds No.1, 2 & 3
which can be discharged to shore or if clean
water to sea
4 tier lashing bridges have been fitted.
The Container securing plan is designed
basis ISO gaps and external lashings. This
allows all 20’bays to be used for mixed
stowage.
Reefer Capacity increased from
to2212FEU.
Energy Saving System (ESS) fitted for
Engine Room fans and main sea water
pumps as well as all the deck machinery.

Following improvements were made for energy
efficiency and keeping in mind of the environment.
Optimization of hull form
Bulbous bow
Energo Profin – Fin cap propeller
Propeller coated with Intersleek 1100 SR
Silicon Paint
Twisted Blade, Becker Flap Rudder
Aft Sterntube seal fitted with air chamber &
split distance ring 18mm thick.
Aft Sterntube seal fitted with net protector
ring.
Stern tube bush designed to have
hydrostatic lubrication at 5 RPM.
Latest generation ultra-long stroke engine,
MAN B&W 8G95ME-C9.5, which allows
engine to be operated at lower RPM with
largediameterpropellerbringingadditional
5-6% saving in fuel consumption and
similar additional savings in CO2 emission.
Separate HCO – hydraulic oil system.
Ballast Water System – Alfa Laval.
5 PPM Oily water Separator.
Biodegradableoilfilledinunderwaterparts
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MSC Yashi B

MSC Shuba B

New Builds at Philippines
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MSC MADHU B

MSC SHREYA B

MSC MADHU B

MSC NITYA B
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The Crew joining MSC Cruises, passenger vessels,
are trained and briefed in-house at MSC Crewing
Services, Mumbai before joining the vessels. There
are two types of training.
First one being two days of training & briefing
which is for Galley Dept, Housekeeping Dept, Deck/
Engine Dept, Photographer, Nurses etc., in which
MSC company information and branding is carried
out. Then specific ranks job profiles are explained
and training given to provide excellence in service
on board.
Second one is 5-days training, which is for
Restaurant & Bar departments. The first two
days training is same as the first course regarding
company information & branding is done and
then rank specific jobs are explained. In the next
three days, practical workshops are done where
candidates actually serve guests and get hands on
experience.

MSC Crewing
services,
Mumbai
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State of the art Training Simulator
installed at Odessa
In the beginning of September 2017 the new
Transas Training Complex ordered by MSC
Shipmanagement Ltd Cyprus has been set up at
MSC Odessa training center. The Training Complex
includes NTPro 5000 Navigational Simulator,
Technology Engine Room Simulator and two
de-briefing rooms interacting with Main Bridge &
TechSim ER Simulators facilities.
Navigational Simulator NTPro 5000.35 is a
Complex which includes Full Mission Bridge
Simulator & ECDIS Class with six individual bridges,
each of them consisting of Radar, ECDIS ” Navi
Sailor 4000” and Coning Display.
Incorporated in the Full Mission Bridge Simulator
are: 270 deg. Screen, 2 independent Radars (3
different types), 2 independent ECDIS “ Navi Sailor
4000”, Off Shore Display consisting of CCTV
Camera & Survey Module, Multifunctional Conning
Display, NavigationalInstrumentsDisplay , Steering
Stand , Instructor Workplace and Video/Audio
recording System.

The Courses conducted on the Main Bridge
Simulator are:

1.

Ship Handling Training and Assessment for
vessels up to 366 m

2.

Large Vessel Handling Training and
assessment for Masters of vessels 9000
TEU and above capacity

3.

Bridge Team Management in house
training for Deck Officers

4.

Steering ability assessment for AB
ECDIS Class Layout

The library of Navigational Simulator NTPro 5000
includes comprehensive modules for:
Various sea areas
Ports and most commonly used straits
For various container vessels up to 1600
TEU, bulk carriers and car carriers

ECDIS Class

State of the art Training Simulator installed at Odessa
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The Courses conducted using ECDIS Class facilities are:
Radar Plotting training and assessment
Navigation within TSS and collision avoidance using ARPA
ECDIS (TRANSAS 4000)-Type Specific refreshment & operational in house training
Incorporated in the Full Mission Technology engine Room Simulator are: Instructor’s Workplace, 3-D
visualization player, audio/video logger and Trainees Console Displays, consisting of Emergency Generator
Console, Main Switchboard Console, Main Engine Control Room Console & Local Post Consoles with
different systems configuration.

The Courses conducted using TechSim ER Simulator are:

1.
2.

Engine Plant Operation for Management and Operational level Engineers separately
Main Bridge + Engine Room joint operation training

The wide range of Areas and Ships of different sizes gives the unique possibility to plan and conduct
ship handling courses for each Master individually, taking into account his experience, size of the
vessel and the particular difficulties faced at the various ports.

TechSim Engine Room Simulator
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Some of the typical exercises
conducted on the Simulator:
1. Berthing/Unberthing without tugs assistance

11400 TEU Vessel- berthing in Genoa

2. Turning technique without tugs assistance within limited area and different environmental conditions
364 m/13400 TEU Vessel- controlled
starboard turn with strong wind within
limited area

300 m/9000 TEU Vesselcontrolled starboard turn with
strong wind within limited area

365m/13400 TEU Vessel executing 2 controlled port
turns while leaving Vlissingen

State of the art Training Simulator installed at Odessa
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364m/11400 TEU Vessel- leaving Vlissingen &
executing 2 controlled port turns

222 m Vessel executing accelerating
port turn (136 deg) in St. Petersburg

3. Shiphandling with strong current and wind

13400 TEU Vessel – Entering Genova
with strong northerly wind
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13400 TEU Vessel – Entering Genova with strong northerly wind

4. Shiphandling while navigating through curved channel with different environmental conditions

204 m Container Vessel passing through
curved channel with heavy outbound traffic

365 m /13400 TEU Vessel transiting Suez Canal &
passing through Timsah Lake by-pass

5. Passage planning and coastal navigation
6. Shiphandling with different emergency scenarios such as loss of propulsion or steering, adverse weather
conditions etc.
7. Anchoring and leaving congested anchorages
State of the art Training Simulator installed at Odessa
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MSC Vita
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8800 TEU Largest Vessel to enter Livorno 06th November 2017
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Founder & Executive Chairman of MSC Capt. Gianluigi Aponte with
Capt. Shyamal Chakraborty, Master of MSC Vita at Livorno

MSC Vita
MSC Vita
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The speech was further followed by Mrs. Nita
Jha – (Head of Group HR & Support Services)
on reinforcing culture and creating positive work
environment to meet Company Objectives.

Goals and
Challenges
Seminar 2017
Held in India &
Ukraine

At Odessa, Capt. Sudhanshu Sinha – General
Manager (Safety, Quality & Insurance) of MSC
Shipmanagement LTD. - drew the audience`s
attention to the theme of Achieving Company
objective – Zero cargo damages. Among the speakers
were Capt. Oleksandr Zubkov (Deputy Manager
Safety, Quality & Insurance of MSC Shipmanagement
LTD.), Capt. Gennadiy Ivanov (Training Officer, MSC
Crewing Services Ukraine) and Capt. Gennadiy
Kuzmychev (Fleet Superintendent).
At Mumbai & Delhi, Capt. M.P. Bhasin presented
workshop on zero Cargo Damages along with Capt.
B.Puri. Seafarers’ proactive role in ensuring zero cargo
damages were highlighted through a case study.
There were other presentations by Technical, Safety
& Crewing departments towards relevant topics like
PSC inspections, upcoming regulations on Ballast
water Management, Enclosed space entry, Cyber
Risk/Security etc.

MSC Shipmanagement conducted series of very
informative and successful seminars in 2017 in our
crewing centres in India and Ukraine. Goals and
Challenges was the principal and monumental
theme of the seminar as revealed by the speakers.
Capt. Mahendra P Bhasin, MD of MSC Crewing
Services, India and Mr. Ruslan Bundyuk MD of MSC
Crewing Services Ukraine – welcomed speakers and
seafarers in the respective locations, reporting on
new achievements and goals of the Company.
Mr. Prabhat Jha – Group Managing Director of
MSC Shipmanagement Limited – announced the
Company`s intention for further development and
growth. He said every day we are facing new goals
and challenges, making the team more united and
stronger.
Mr Jha outlined that the company performance is
based on setting the goals and challenges ahead.
For organizations, managers, and employees to be
successful more emphasis needs to be placed on
making sure every employee and every manager
knows what he or she needs to accomplish in the
present and future. When employees understand
what needs to be done to succeed, it is much easier
for them to contribute in success of an organization.
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Mr Ravi Tandon (Sr. General Manager-Technical),
Company’s DPA – Capt. S. Sinha (General ManagerSafety), Mr Abhay Bhonge & Mr Ravi Amarnath
participated from Cyprus. Other presenters from
MSC Crewing India were Capt. Aniket Pradhan,
Capt. Dinesh Nagpal & Mr Raymond Mendes.
A high attendance and interaction by the
Company`s seafarers was observed during
the Seminars. Several important issues and
questions were raised, considered and discussed.
Management encouraged all to take active part with
complete transparency.

Leadership Training 2017
The Leadership training for senior officers and
office staff was held at Odessa, Ukraine on May
29th – 30th, 2017. This was led by Mrs. Nita Jha
- Head of Group HR & Support Services of MSC
Shipmanagement LTD. and Mr. Krishan Sharma Managing Director of Comaea Consulting,

Two days of productive deliberation were
completed with a festive Gala dinners for all
participants and their families at all the three
locations Mumbai, Delhi and Odessa.
At Mumbai, Dr. Malini V. Shankar (DG of shipping,
India) was the special guest during this marvellous
occasion.

Crew Seminars held in India
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MSC Immacolata

A global leader in cargo transportation and logistics

MSC Adds
New RO-RO
Service from
NWC to West
Africa

MSC Mediterranean Shipping Company, a global
leader in cargo transportation and logistics, is
pleased to announce the introduction of its new RORO West Africa Service for rolling, project and break
bulk cargo.
This new RO-RO Service to West Africa, which
complements our existing dedicated container
services has started from 19th February, 2018 from
Le Havre.
Two modern vessels were deployed, MSC
Immacolata and MSC Cristiana, operating on
fortnightly basis with the following rotation: Le
Havre, Antwerp, Dakar, Conakry, Abidjan, Le Havre.
In addition to rolling or wheeled cargo this new
service offering will have the flexibility to cover a
range of out-of-gauge and breakbulk cargo, which
will be typically large, heavy pieces, or critical
equipment for specific projects.
MSC has been serving African markets since 1971
and has a considerable agency presence across
more than 40 countries. As MSC continues to
develop its presence in West Africa, our teams will
offer wider service coverage to all our clients.

4 Adds NewMSC
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Shipmanagment
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Big Data – Analytics and Intelligence
By Franklin Karkada

The significant increase in the processing power of computers, a drastic fall in the cost of data storage and
a huge increase in devices connected to the Internet has resulted in an explosion of data. The massive
volumes of data in a wide variety of formats is continuously generated by monitoring sensors from around
the globe and processed in real time. This is the notion behind the name “big data”. The volume, velocity
and variety – have become known as the 3Vs of big data.
Most organizations have realized the opportunities with data analytics and hence the analogy such as “data
is the new oil” has emerged. The following comparisons between oil and data should clarify this proposed
analogy: Like oil, data needs to be collected or drilled for, in order to be obtained. Both oil and data have
little user value in their raw form and their potential value is realized when they are processed and analysed.
For oil that means taking the form of fuel or energy and as for data that can mean taking the form of
knowledge, predictions or intelligence.
The ultimate value from oil is realized when fuel is transformed into energy by burning them in an optimized
and controlled manner. The value of data on the other hand is realized when business processes are
optimized through proper Business Intelligence (BI) methods.
Unlike oil, the data does not depreciate with continuous use. In fact, it is possible to use the data repeatedly
by multiple users and it may increase in value with usage. The true value of data is not visible at first sight,
but innovative minds with the right BI tools are able to exploit its potential.
The value of data lies in the possibilities of usage in the future. After primary use of data, the value still
exists, but may lie dormant. However, the value is further realized when it is used for secondary purposes.
Successful organizations compile, analyse, and comprehend massive amounts of data daily, which helps
them to make successful business decisions. This is the true notion behind the “value of data”.
As technology has advanced during the past 20 years, the digital revolution has been altering traditional
shipping business globally.
Over the past five years MSC Shipmanagement Cyprus has realized the importance of ‘BIG DATA
ANALYTICS’ and found intuitive ways to use the data. We have systems in place that enable the processing
of the raw data from all the ships and are analysed with complex algorithm to produce simple monitoring
dashboards that in turn aid in timely decision-making processes. All together this eventually results in huge
savings.
With advanced machine learning techniques, it is now possible to predict very accurate vessel behaviours
and fuel consumption figures in various operating conditions. This has given us the power to monitor
deviations against the benchmarks in real time. Additionally, the predictive models based on ISO standards
evaluate the hull & propeller degradations over a specific period in order to initiate timely corrective actions
and thus avoid fuel loss.

Big Data - Analytics and intelligence
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Some example are given below:
1. Vessel SLIP monitoring in real time basis and understanding the behaviour of slip with respect to the
trading area, weather condition and operational parameters.

2. The hull & Propeller degradations monitored basis ISO standards for a specific period to initiate timely
appropriate actions.
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Understanding of Slip Monitoring

Basic understanding of Flow conditions around the
propeller.
When the ship is moving, the friction of the hull will
create a boundary layer of water around the hull.
The velocity of the water on the surface of the hull
is equal to that of the ship, but is reduced with its
distance from the surface of the hull. This means
that there will be a certain wake velocity caused by
the friction along the sides of the hull. Additionally,
the ship’s displacement of water will also cause
wake waves both fore and aft.
All this involves that the propeller behind the hull
will be working in a wake field.
The velocity of arriving water VA at the propeller,
(equal to the speed of advance of the propeller)
given as the average velocity over the propeller’s
disk area is lower than the ship’s speed through the
water V.
VA = VTW (1-w)
The value of the wake fraction coefficient depends
largely on the shape of the hull, but also on the
propeller’s location and size, and has great influence
on the propeller’s efficiency.

p × n - VTW
The apparent slip ratio SA, which is dimensionless,
is defined as:

The apparent slip ratio SA, which is calculated by
the crew, provides useful knowledge as it gives an
impression of the loads applied to the propeller
under different operating conditions. The apparent
slip ratio increases when the vessel sails against
the wind or waves, in shallow waters, when the hull
is fouled, and when the ship accelerates. Under
increased resistance, this involves that the propeller
speed (rate of revolution) has to be increased in
order to maintain the required ship speed.
The real slip ratio will be greater than the apparent
slip ratio because the real speed of advance VA of
the propeller is, as previously mentioned, less than
the ship’s speed V.
The real slip ratio SR, which gives a truer picture of
the propeller’s function, is:

R

Some pros and cons in different methods of slip
monitoring

Propeller Slip
If the propeller had no slip, the propeller would
move forward at a speed of V = p × n, where n is
the propeller’s rate of revolution. However, as the
water is a fluid and does yield (i.e. accelerate aft),
the propeller’s apparent speed forward decreases
with its slip and becomes equal to the ship’s speed
V, and its apparent slip can thus be expressed as

Big Data - Analytics and intelligence

Reference:
Basic principles of ship propulsion - MAN Diesel &
Turbo and other sources.
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Are You Cyber Aware @ Sea?

IT Department

CYBER THREAT AGAINST MARITIME SECTOR
Cyber security is more important than ever before.
Ships and offshore platforms are becoming
more sophisticated. The cyber threat at sea is a
considerable security, safety and financial risk to the
maritime industry.
The threat from cyber criminals is VERY HIGH. The
threat from cyber criminals against the maritime
sector includes both non-sector specific threats
such as ransomware and cyber-enabled fraud
and sector-specific threats such as cyber-enabled
smuggling and theft.
Smuggling and cargo thefts are well-known
phenomenon in the maritime industry. However,
cyberattacks have provided criminal groups with
additional tools to facilitate illegal shipments of
goods.
Cyber criminals have provided reconnaissance
information to pirates through hacking, prior to
piracy operations. Compromise and exploitation
of vulnerable systems in shipping lines and
ports provide criminals with detailed information
regarding the exact location of specific goods,
making them vulnerable to theft either in port, to/
from the port or through targeted piracy operations.

DO’S AND DON’TS
Don’t be tricked into giving away
confidential information
Don’t use unprotected computer
Don’t leave sensitive info around office
Lock your computer and mobile phone
Stay Alert
Password protect sensitive files and devices
Be cautious of suspicious emails and links

This facilitates either standard theft of identified
goods or the manipulation of information resulting
in the deliberate hand-over of cargo to the wrong
destination. Given the many different hand-over
points of information during the supply chain,
criminals only need to find one or two vulnerable
entities within the chain to be able to manipulate
the shipment.
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Warning Signs Associated With Cyber Attacks

MALWARE

MALWARE
Slowdown of computer
Pop-ups in Windows
Crashes
Suspicious hard drive activity
Running out of hard disk space
Unusually high network activity
New browser homepage
New toolbars
Unwanted websites accessed without your input
Unusual messages or programs that start
automatically
Security solution is disabled
Spam messages sent to your contacts

PHISHING

DENIAL OF SERVICE

PHISHING
Message contains a mismatched URL
URLs contain a misleading domain name
Message contains poor spelling and
grammar
The offer seems too good to be true
Request to send money to cover expenses
automatically
Security solution is disabled
Spam messages sent to your contacts

DENIAL OF SERVICE
Unusually slow network performance
Unavailability of a particular website
Dramatic increase in the number of spam
emails received
Disconnection of a wireless or wired 		
internet connection

WARNING SIGNS

Where
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Do’s And Don’ts
Don’t be tricked into giving away
confidential information.
Don’t respond to email or 			
phone calls requesting confidential 		
company information including 			
employee information, financial 		
results or company secrets.
Protect your personal information.
Don’t use unprotected computer
When you access sensitive 			
information from a non-secure 			
computer, you put the information 		
you’re viewing at risk. Make sure 		
your computer is running the latest 		
approved security patches, antivirus 		
and firewall.
You should work in a user mode 		
and not administrator mode, 			
whenever possible.
Don’t leave sensitive information lying
around office
Don’t leave printouts containing private
or company’s information on your desk
or public places. Lock them is a drawer or
shred them. It’s very easy for a visitor to see
them.
Lock your computer and mobile device
when not in use

Stay alert and report suspicious activity
Always report any suspicious activity to the
IT team. Part of our job is to stop cyberattacks and to make sure our data isn’t lost
or stolen.
All of our jobs depend on keeping our
information safe. In case if something goes
wrong, the faster we know about it, the
faster we can deal with it.
Password protect sensitive files and
devices
Always password-protect sensitive files on
your computer, USB, smartphone, etc.
Losing items like phones, USB flash
drives and laptops can happen to anyone.
Protecting your devices with strong
passwords means you make it difficult for
someone to break in and steal data.
Always use hard-to-guess passwords
Don’t use obvious passwords, like
“password”, “cat”, or obvious character
sequences on the QWERTY keyboard,
like “12345” or “asdfg”. It is better to use
complex passwords with letter cases,
numbers and special characters.
It is important to use different passwords
for different websites and computers. If
one gets hacked, your other accounts aren’t
compromised.

Always lock your computer and mobile
phone when you are not using them. You
work on important things, and we want to
make sure they stay safe and secure.
Locking your phone and computer keeps
your date and contacts safe.
Keep Bluetooth and Wi-Fi off when not in
use.
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Be cautious of suspicious emails and
links

Cyber security training sessions held at Cyprus
office

Don’t let curiosity get the best of you.
Always delete suspicious emails and links.
Even opening or viewing these emails and
links can compromise your computer and
create unwanted problems without your
knowledge.
Remember, if someone looks too good to
be true, it probably is.
Don’t plug in personal devices without
approval from IT or Captain onboard
Don’t plug in personal devices like USB
flash drives, MP3 players and smartphones
without permission from IT or Captain.
These devices can be compromised with
code waiting to launch as soon as you plug
them into a computer.
Don’t use ECDIS for any other purpose
other than what was planned for.
Don’t install unauthorized programs on
your work computer
Malicious applications often pose as
legitimate programs, like games, tools or
even antivirus software.

In simple words, whether we call it cyber-security,
information security, critical information protection,
or as it is otherwise imposed on us by those who
want to present the current as new and the basic
principles as novelty, the effective implementation
of the basic principles of security information is the
only solution. In every operating environment, we
need to be fully aware of the operational mode of
operation, the specific needs and risks, and then
face the risks overall rather than superficially.

References:
9 Steps of Cyber security The Manager’s Information Security Strategy Manual
By Dejan Kosutic
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MAN Seminar
Ravi Tandon
January 2017
Expert team of most talented and highly placed
MAN technical team conducted the seminar with
specific topics based on the latest updates in MAN,
experience driven modifications and improvement
in MAN engines. Additionally, common topics such
as cold corrosion, cylinder oil feed rates, feedback
on case studies done by MAN on MSC own vessels
are real eye catchers of the presentation and
discussion during such seminars. Such seminars
are custom designed to address the requirement
of MSC and in two full days of engagement, have
always resulted in helping to clarify doubts and
boost the knowledge of all technical team in
MSCSMCY.
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November 2017
One of the Key topics of discussion was latest G-95
engines. MAN experts identified the key issues
from experience and research and explained how
they are addressing such issues. Since every change
has cost and availability issues, MAN explained
these difficulties, as well as how MSC could operate
vessels safely till all recommended changes are
completed.
The presentations come with well documented real
time data and pictures. Addressing the issues of
impurities in hydraulic oil by using 6micron filters,
which was already in practice on board MSC SMCY
vessels, showed our proactive approach to identify
and address the issues on board.
The discussion continued on several purely
technical and in-depth topics of fuel system
operation, exhaust valve damages, stuffing
box rings issues, engine control system and
troubleshooting issues with latest electronic
engines. MAN went on to introduce on-board
Diagnostic (OBD) /CoCoS system which could do
condition based monitoring and diagnostic of the
engine performance on daily basis.
One of the most interesting discussion was on
main engine trouble shooting in relation to Engine
Control System (ECS), Hydraulic control units (HCU),
Hydraulic power supply (HPS), and tacho systems.
3 hour highly interactive session included clear
understanding of fundamentals which were also
taught during MSC arranged ME course in Greece,
actual examples and analysis of the same.
Considering the Company’s steps towards green
technologies a complete session was on NOx
control proven technologies such as EGR, SCR their
combinations and Scrubber units. Overall, two days
of exhaustive session full of knowledge sharing and
interactive questions answers was a very successful
event.

Where
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MAN Seminars held during January & November 2017
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Ballast water management
convention
Abhay Bhonge

Ballast water management convention came into
force on 8th Sept 2017. For compliance with the
regulation all new building vessels are installed with
Panasia / Alfa Laval ballast water treatment system
and existing vessels are being installed with Alfa
Laval Pureballast 3.1 unit based on compliance dates
of USCG and IMO requirements.
Existing vessels which were dry-docked after 1st Jan
2016 and not installed with ballast water treatment
system cannot trade to USA but are in compliance
with regulation as per IMO requirement.

Salient Points

1.
2.
3.
4.

As per new IMO convention, compliance dates have
been identified for the existing vessels and plans
made accordingly for retrofit installation either during
dry-dock or during voyage.

5.

All vessels must follow the requirements and should
fully comply with the ballast water management plan
which identifies treatment method D-1 (exchange)
or D2- using the ballast water treatment system
installed.

7.

The ballast water treatment system is listed under
MARPOL equipment and should be maintained
in accordance with company’s MARPOL policy.
Chief engineer has been assigned in charge of this
equipment and it is important that all are familiarized
with the operation of the equipment.
Training simulator has been installed at Mumbai
office and is being installed at Odessa to impart
necessary training and skills to all our officers. The
familiarization is also done through our WebEx
training programmes run every month. Computer
Based Training (CBT) for Panasia is available on
board which should be used to impart training on
joining the vessel.

Ballast water management convention

6.

8.

9.

Ballast water treatment system if installed
should be used on regular basis.
All critical spares like UV lamps should be
available on board and requested on time.
Proper record keeping of ballasting operations
and use of treatment system should be
maintained.
Routine maintenance work as per maker’s
instruction manual must be performed as per
specified. Intervals.
System pipelines should be drained of liquid
after use.
Proper monitoring of ballast tanks for any
contamination, since oil is harmful for the
system.
All defects found should be immediately
reported and will be taken up under guarantee
claims with the manufacturers.
Ballast water treatment system USCG type
approval certificate or AMS certificate must
be readily available during PSC inspection
in addition to BWM statutory certificates
and copy of each must be kept in vessel’s
certificate folder.
Office should be informed immediately for
any issues, NEVER BYPASS ballast water
treatment system.

MSC is committed to protection of environment and
request participation of all to achieve the goal.
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D-2 Compliance date based on last IOPP survey has been included in TECH 32C
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Alfa laval pureboller 3.1 unit

Panasia GLoEn - patrol ballast water system

Ballast water management convention
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Use of Drone Technology
for container vessels

As the development of drone technology gathers
pace for both military and recreational purposes,
unmanned aerial vehicles are also becoming
more prevalent in the maritime industry. By
replacing human inspections with a drone, routine
maintenance can be monitored remotely and in real
time by office-based staff, with instant feedback
available to the vessel. This has potential reduce
costs, increase efficiency and significantly reduce
risk to human life during essential maintenance.
On board MSC Katyayni, we have tried this
innovative idea of using Drone for cargo holds
and ballast tanks Inspection. Two companies
were approached for the same. Both companies
have two types of drone one is with cage (ELIOS
400mm dia) which is used for hold and tank
inspection and other is without cage (Falcon 8 600
mm) used for outside inspection such as hull and
reefer temperature monitoring.
The cargo hold inspection results were very good as
compared to ballast tank and within 10 minutes of
flying time we could cover both port and stbd bilge
areas of hold. We were able to see the condition
live and clicked pictures whenever required.
Therefore, this is great tool to cover our everyday
hold inspection routine with less time and labour.
Certain drawbacks noted can be easily overcome
with further improvements. The most important
is that the operator should be thoroughly trained
to operate the machine and secondly the operator
should be familiar with the internal structure of
hold or tank. The feedback from the ship staff
was positive and we certainly could embrace
this technology towards the development of the
company in future.
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Healthy Eating
At Sea
Crewing Operations
Department

daily basis meets the requirements of a diversified,
well-balanced and healthy diet.
WHY HEALTHY EATING
A healthy diet is the foundation of both physical
and mental health and wellness. Lack of
consideration for the nutritional value of meals, and
the resulting health problems, can lead to an array
of diseases and other health issues, and ultimately
result in a shorter life expectancy and a poorer
quality of life overall.

An often overlooked aspect of life at sea is the
importance of maintaining a nutritional diet.
Unhealthy eating can result in serious health issues
including obesity, diabetes and heart disease,
leading to the inability of the seafarer to secure a
job at sea.
According to recent studies, a large number of
seafarers are failing their medical examinations
due to illnesses resulting from obesity, and other
conditions linked to poor diets.
They are now encouraging ship-owners to take
preventative measures by providing their crew
with healthier diets, citing guidelines suggested
by the World Health Organization, including:
lowering salt levels and sugar intake, and limiting
the consumption of saturated and trans fats.
Studies also show that poor eating habits can also
contribute greatly to worker fatigue.
But maintaining a healthy diet at sea can
be a challenge due to a number of reasons
including cultural dietary practices, and a lack of
understanding about what constitutes a healthy
diet and why it is important.
At MSC, our vessels are in full compliance with
the Maritime Labour Convention 2006 (MLC),
which requires that seafarers have access to good
quality food of high nutritional value. However, just
because the vessel is supplied with healthy food,
does not mean that the food that is served on a
20
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However, there are many misconceptions about
healthy eating in the modern era of fad diets and
so-called ‘super foods’. The reality is that the key
to eating healthy is a balanced diet consisting of:
lean meats, fresh fruits and vegetables (at least
400 grams per day), whole grains, and low-fat
dairy products, according to the World Health
Organization (WHO).
They also stress the importance of reducing salt
consumption to less than 5 grams per day, limiting
sugar intake to no more than 5–10% of total energy
intake, and reducing fat intake altogether, while
shifting away from saturated fats (found in fatty
meat, butter, palm and coconut oil, cream, cheese,
ghee, and lard) and industrial trans fats (found in
pre-prepared processed and frozen foods, fast
food, snack food, fried foods, and margarines and
spreads), towards healthier unsaturated fats (found
in fish, avocado, nuts, and sunflower, canola and
olive oil).

www.msc.com

Certain fresh fruits and vegetables can last for
weeks under the right provisions planning and
management, and with modern packaging and
storing techniques, even foods with a short shelf life
like lettuce, spinach and other leafy greens can last
up to two weeks.

and enforcing a healthy diet amongst their crew.
The researchers argue that is of utmost importance
for the Master to recognize and understand that
a healthy diet is just as much a health and safety,
and even performance issue, as established safety
procedures and equipment.

There is also an emphasis on the importance
of a nutritional breakfast on reducing fatigue,
and in increasing and maintaining energy and
concentration throughout the day.

It also follows that the Cooks must be
knowledgeable about healthy food preparation
methods and ingredients so that they may adapt
current menus to a healthier eating regime, or
develop new menus entirely, in order to provide
the crew with diversified, balances and nutritional
meals.

Eating habits are just as significant to a healthy
diet as the food itself. In order to promote healthy
eating, it is important to limit portion size, and to
avoid eating too much of same food. It is also very
important to eat regularly throughout the day and
avoid skipping meals.
Food preparation methods are also directly linked
to the nutritional value meals. Fried food contains
much higher levels of saturated fats than baked or
grilled alternatives.
A better diet for seafarers could actually translate
into lower levels of fatigue and greater worker
productivity. It is also an integral aspect of
preventative healthcare and will lead to fewer
medical and dental cases.

Also, guidance from the Captain regarding planning
and provisioning of meals will help Cooks manage
fresh food provisions in order to extend shelf life
and prevent spoilage. Furthermore, with the backing
of the Captain, the Cook will feel more confident in
preparing and serving healthier versions of existing
menu, or even new menu altogether.
Our company always promotes a culture of healthy
eating whenever possible, and is constantly evolving
in its internal strategies and policies in order to
provide all crew with the highest standard of living
across our entire fleet of vessels.
Healthy eating habits at sea may require a
commitment on the part of Captain and Cook
to encourage a healthy lifestyle on board, but
ultimately these changes will lead to long term
benefits in the form of less illness, greater worker
productivity, more efficient use of food supplies,
and a healthier, happier crew.■

SOLUTIONS FOR A BETTER DIET
Enforcing healthy dietary habits on board an entire
fleet of ships is rife with challenges. However,
Studies show that one of the most important and
effective factors in promoting healthy eating at sea
is the commitment of both the Captain and the
Cook to ensuring that the food provided to the crew
is of high nutritional value and limited in unhealthy
ingredients and additives.
These studies emphasize the significance of
inspiring Captains to take an interest in encouraging
Healthy Eating at Sea
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“Health Is
Wealth”
Accounts Department

It is very important that seafarers take good care
of themselves. Staying “healthy” is vital while
on board. Wellness means being physically,
emotionally and spiritually sane at all times.

Aiming for a healthier lifestyle, one must

1.
2.
3.
4.

Eat Right
Exercise(in any form) either in a gym or engage in
a sport
Drink plenty of water
Stay positive

Focusing on the physical side of the above points a
seafarer can do more than he thinks is possible on
board. Waking up 30 min earlier than you should
and walking or jogging around the vessel.

your body to rest without fully stopping. As a result,
the workout becomes cardiovascular. Spending 45
seconds on each exercise, completing as many reps
as possible in the last 15 secs. A combination of 8
exercises can be included in your WOD (workout of
the day).

Always begin with a warm up: jogging, jumping
jacks, running on the spot etc., some of the
exercises can be chosen from the list below:

Lunges (front and back)
Side lunges
Push ups
Sit-ups (various types)
Mountain climbers
Squats
Jump squats
Burpees
Plank
Side planks
Hollow Holds
V-ups
Crunches
Pull Ups
Last but not least and very important, once
finished to a bit of stretching with all body parts in
order to avoid muscle cramps later on. Searching
the internet may give you more ideas depending on
what you have on board to work with.
Also you can consider working out with a partner so
that it is more fun!

A 30 min workout of “lifting” is another option.
Finding time and space is sometimes difficult.
Limited access to equipment may also be an issue
that is why circuit training may be a solution.
Circuit training is effective since it is a non-equipment
workout which contains a series of exercises, each
performed in succession with a small rest in between.
Once all exercises have been completed, the cycle is
repeated again.
Exercises must vary between both upper and lower
body and by doing so you allow certain parts of
22
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All For One & One For All!!!
By Capt. Schubert Jacinto Pires
A very Wise Man once said “You have to win people
over, you can’t buy them”. On that note, the single
most important aspect on-board any ship is the
“Morale” of the entire team, which not only affects
the safe working of any ship, but also keeps up the
enthusiasm of this great profession and wins over
people’s loyalty & dedication and then they work
with pride!
In Hindi the word for it is “Mohol”, which simply
translates to ‘Atmosphere’ on-board and it can
be positive & enthusiastic, or it can be negative &
boring. I’m sure most of the sailing staff out there,
have come across both these aspects.
Now, here’s the upside to being positive,
enthusiastic and upbeat. When the crew are happy,
motivated & smiling, any and all challenges be it
rough weather, damages, stoppages, etc., can and
will be overcome with ease. Whereas a ship having
negative, boring and depressive atmosphere, will
have their problems compounded.

Always remember the leader is only as good as his
team, and the team is only as good as their leader
and one simply cannot do without the other, as is
evident in many team-related sports!!
Challenges are faced by everyone, be it External
Party Inspections, Surveys, Machinery Breakdown
or Rough Weather, but all depends on your
approach to face the challenge!

“The Problem…is not the Problem!
The Problem is Your ATTITUDE
towards the Problem!”

Where there is no teamwork, people start blaming
each other, have arguments, there is no-trust
between crew members and this leads to each
crew member contributing bare minimum towards
the vessel. The output is often negative and this
is where you see the ships often running into
problems.
A positive, enthusiastic & motivated crew on
the other hand, go out of their way to solve all
challenges with ease and don’t look at the clock
when it comes to work. They work with a smile,
and the output is often much more than that was
asked of them. You can get more than 12 hrs worth
of work done in less than 8 hrs with a motivated
crew as opposed to 4 hrs of work being stretched
and dragged to show 8 hrs of work. The key lies in
Motivation!
Where does this Motivation come from? You
guessed that right: The Top. The Motivation
always comes from the top downwards and can
be infectious. Everything boils down to the Team
Leader and the Top Management on what kind of
an atmosphere they are capable of bringing about
on-board.
All For One & One For All!!

MSC Katya R
And that is exactly where the word Problem can be
followed by “Challenge Accepted!” which eventually
leads to the Solution! So, keep the morale up &
always remember:

“A Happy Crew = Good
Teamwork = A Safe & Efficient
Ship = A Happy Captain!”
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Seagull – A true companion at Sea
Abhishek Sharma

The fact that seagulls are basically sea birds is all
I knew when I joined the sea.

‘Their harsh wailing and squawking
calls reminded me of closeness to
my destination’

They are typically medium to large sized birds,
often grey or white with black markings on their
head or wings and generally make harsh wailing and
squawking calls.
My association with them increased after I started
sailing. I started finding a companion in them as
they would keep pace with the vessel and with our
lives on-board. After a long & tiring voyage their
presence used to be first sign of land nearby or of
closeness to our destination, which brought a smile
on faces of seafarers on-board.
After I took over photography as a hobbyist, I
found quite a lot of similarities in their behavioural
patterns, their omnipresence in every continent of
the world, their quality of adaptation to different
environments and surroundings which made them
as a counterpart at sea. Just like them we Sailors
are omnipresent in waters surrounding different
continents of the world, the qualities such as
adaptation to environment and to different cultures
and behaviours run in us, we face the perils of the
sea and battle out the adversities of nature, piracy,
stress and loneliness.
Hence we both survive and come out in flying
colours – True companions indeed.
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Poet’s Corner

Walk together

Strong Will

We, captain, engineer, crew or mate,
dream or awake, ensure 24x7,
to never get her late.

If you have a strong will
you will surpass the pass
You just need to be patient
You just need to be strong
Stay focused and reach your goal
Be honest and stay strong

Goals and challenges, risk and
breakdown,
away from home,
the ship is newtown.
Summer or winter,
calmsea or rough swell,
Secure anchor, liner,
and all heavy in a nutshell.
Energy is gold, its waste is like crime,
aim is to protect environment,
and save fuel all time.
On duty or off, day or night,
dream to keep her safe,
and do the tasks right.

Success is no Accident
SUCCESS IS NO ACCIDENT
It is hard work, perseverance,
Learning, studying, sacrifice
And most of all - love of what you are
doing!
Nicolina Anastasiou

Mountain of tasks and list of duties,
take rest, make party,
and enjoy ocean beauties.
Honestly share problems,
communicate it well,
we solve it in tandem,
to make MSC excel.
Ravi Amarnath

Where

Poet’s Corner
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United We
Stand
Capt.Alocious Bilju

It would be fair to say that a small team runs a
merchant navy vessel in comparison to its on shore
counterparts, with similar floor area and volume of
work accomplished. Our first thought would be to
assume that merchant navy folk are at a serious
disadvantage. But clearly this is not the case at least
with MSC.
A closer examination of history shows us numerous
incidents where small teams have overcome big
overwhelmingly opposing forces. From the legends
of old like the Spartan 300, led by king Leonidas,
who swept away enormous Persian troupes, to
small Roman armies, who have been victorious
many times over large barbarian hordes. Even in
today’s times, why a small team of navy seals

or commandos are deployed to dissolve serious
threats is a matter to be given some thought. The
answer lies in one simple word: UNITY. ‘Unity’
though small, is a heavy word. Unifying a group of
talented people into a strong and effective team is
no simple task and is easier said than done.
Just like any other organization, on board a vessel
too, the ground rules and guide lines are set well
in advance. All particulars not only regarding
routine work but also the action plan in case of
an emergency are specified beforehand. This is
constantly reinforced through daily meetings where
the daily memorandum is discussed.
This procedure works more efficiently in a small
team as compared to a big one. Doing something
similar in a big team would take up a lot of time
and energy. Moreover the communication does not
happen on a lively and personal level like it does in
a small team.
Another interesting fact about an on board scenario
is that there is only a thin line between one’s
personal and professional life; everyone is out in the
open and there is very little room for hide and seek
games. And unlike a big group there is not much
scope to lay unnecessary blame and burden on the
fellow colleagues.
Unity cannot be achieved at a workplace without
the support of the company. Company support is
crucial in bringing about better coordination and a
mutual understanding of one’s goals and duties.
Also a perpetual training regime is of utmost
importance when only a small work force is in play.
Each member needs to be introduced to the
newest accessible technology and the most
advanced methodologies should be updated to the
employees. This acts as a heavy force multiplier in
a minimal group. Combine that with a good morale
and you have a winning team.
MSC has always been a pioneer when it comes to
training standards and has forever been keeping
the morale of its employees high. MSC has set
the bar high and provides excellent training to its
employees. All employees are sent for various
theoretical and practical courses while on shore so
that they are up to date with all relevant matters in
the shipping field.
Because of this, each employee has benefited
greatly on the work front and therefore the senior
members are keen to impart their knowledge to
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the younger cadets and always give them vigorous
hands on experience while on board. MSC also
conducts various meetings for its employees so as
to encourage an atmosphere of positivity. MSC has
many lines of communication in order to offer any
guidance or technical support to it’s on board staff
in case of any crisis, even trivial matters like a wellstocked pantry all looked into. All this and more
gives the employees a sense of belonging.
One can easily say that MSC has put a great deal
of effort into unifying its employees into a strong
team and the team spirit they have helped to create
is almost tangible and very much laudable.

because of the same reason, especially in the time
of any crisis like equipment malfunction or adverse
weather.
In short unity is hard work. Unity is not unity if
it’s only a declaration. Unity is strength because it
requires strength and can be achieved only by the
tough. And that is how the seas are tamed, each
time, by a small group of men who stand shoulder
to shoulder as a team.

A good deal of individual effort is also required by
every member for the effective functioning of a
small group. The on-board culture should emanate
with the discipline of treating each other right. This
is the cornerstone of unity. Handling day to day
concerns of the team members, be it technical or
personal and arriving at effective solutions needs
great focus in a small group. This is because you
cannot afford to lose the whole hearted effort of
even a single member on a small team. Diminishing
politics among co-workers and noting and
removing other internal strife quickly is essential

MSC Eloise Team
MSC Shipmanagment Limited Magazine

Yes, you have read it right!

Safety Is
An Attitude,
Not A Mere
Checklist!!!
By Aseem Rastogi,
3rd Engineer

Somethings come to us naturally when in need,
psychologically, it is called the sub-conscious mind
in action.
But how do things get stored and come to our
rescue when in need?
The answer to this not so tricky question is ‘training’
& ‘practice’.
By the word ‘training’, I mean not only certificate
training that we get for a particular scenario (such as
Safety of life at Sea) but I wish to refer to a broader
spectrum of safety, safety at every moment of life.
Safety at every moment of life? What does that
mean? Are we in a war zone?
Well, life is a battle field in a respect and we have
to be great warriors to win this battle, because
great warriors never give up. Now referring back to
the context, I wish to bring your attention to some
points which will let you understand the crux of this
topic.
Do we know if there exists a means of
extinguishing fire in our apartment complex
(back home)?
Do our kids know how to come back or call
if they forgot their way back to home?
Do our family members know what to do if
they see an electric fire in home?
Do they know what to do if cooking gas
leakage is suspected?
Do we know how to come out if central
locking system of car gets jammed?
These are a few simple questions which will enable
you to broaden your thought process about
safety as its not only limited to our workplace, but
everywhere.
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Does this mean you have to be ever cautious and
cannot relax? No.
When you have that special focus for Safety in your
sub-conscious mind, then it acts naturally and
works in automatic mode like the auto-brightness
sensor of your mobile device. It changes as and
when required.
How do we instruct our sub-conscious mind to
work in auto mode? It is simple.
We have to create for ourselves and most
importantly for future generations, a model that
will train us since childhood, the importance of
practicing safety measures and taking precautions.
This is the least talked about item in the list of any
parent, schools & colleges.
We maritime professionals, have been through
plenty of trainings (on-shore and on-board) and
we work in one of the riskiest work environment in
the world. Thus, we know how imperative it is to be
aware of our surroundings and risks, thus, I believe
that the responsibility rests on our shoulders to
make the people aware about importance of safety
in life.
Who knows we can save a few lives during this
process. I am going to be a Safety trainer for my
child. Are you going to be the same for your loved
ones???
If we take up such a responsibility at such a small
scale, we can do wonders with our workplace safety
skills too. Of course, we would be more diligent and
ever cautious with all our concentration on work
planning and execution resulting in ‘nil accidents’
which will make us star of our company and help
them in meeting one of their ‘objectives’.
It is a win-win situation for us at shore and at
work. It will not only make us more responsible
employees as well as dependable human beings,
respectively.

Safety is an Attitude Not A Mere Checklist!!!

How and where to start? No brainer here.
We can start with talking to our family members
of plenty of safeties and precautions they can take
when we are away and help is not nearby. This
is applicable to many situations which you can
imagine in your household vicinity.
Internet is the biggest tool and you can use it to
browse through various topics and videos relating
to the topic and share them with your loved ones
too. Once, you all are done watching, discuss about
it over evening tea or while driving, whichever suits
you. Encourage others to bring up questions and
then look for ideas and answers together.
Be a Hero. You deserve it!
When you do this activity at home, it will train your
subconscious mind automatically to be aware of
situational safety always, whether you are driving,
relaxing, travelling or at sea during work. It will
become your lifestyle and you will carry this quality
of yours effortlessly everywhere you go. Also, this
could be the most important gift that you can give
to your child and other members of your family for
the life time.
Safety is not a trending topic and possesses least
value in life time of most people but somebody has
to take up the responsibility and make the world
aware of its existence and importance.
We, the sailors, indeed, are that ‘somebody’!

Stay prepared…Because in an
Emergency, help arrives, a little
too late…
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Playing Games on Board.
Is it just for Fun only?
By Capt. Bidyut Kr. Banerjee

Alone we can do so little;
together we can do so much.
Helen Keller

Ships and the Shipping world has undergone a
sea of change from the time when I walked up the
first Gangway more than three decades ago. While
Ships have become much Safer over these years,
thanks to the technologies adopted; the workplace
stress has increased many folds with multi-national
crew on board being quite a common feature. With
much reduced manning and shorter tenures, Crew
on board try to settle down to their individual work
routines and may actually interact with each other
minimally and this affects the Teamwork necessary
to operate the large modern ships smoothly and
efficiently.
Effective Team building is a must for achieving
the targets. For this, we need to think about and
adopt all different methods possible, to bring out
the best from the available manpower resources on
board, so that individuals feel motivated to perform
to their full potential. I find that, as a Master or
Senior Officer, arranging for social interactions
or playing Team Sports with the staff on board,
makes significant difference in improving the work
environment on board which in turn helps to build
a strong and reliable team. While a work-out in the
Gym or a regular walking-around regimen is also
good for one’s health, it does not contribute much
towards the Team building.
It would be interesting to note that how similar and
important are the aspects of Preparation, Planning,
Execution, Evaluation and continuous Improvement
in a Team performance. Whether we are playing
a sport or tackling a job at hand, it would appear
30
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that the attributes of a good team working together
to achieve common goals, is not very different in
trying to win a game or accomplishing a routine or
challenging task on board.
Crew member, who are willing to participate in
team sports demonstrate the following attributes,
which is very valuable for any Team. Usually, the
person:
1.
Completes his assigned tasks in time and therefore
could spare the time to learn or participate in a
game – indicates good time/task management
skills. This means that the Crew member is likely
to be competent, confident and has good learning
skills. His jobs could also be neat & tidy.
2.
Is willing to learn a new game, its rules and with
practice, strives to improve his skill and abilities
– indicates willingness to learn and has patience,
self-discipline perseverance. Despite the initial
losses in many games, he persists with it, to learn
and improve. The ability to take up a challenge is
evident. Such a person is more likely to be willing to
take suggestions and show a trend of improvement,
if properly guided and motivated.
3.
Who is trying to win a game or tournament –
indicates resolve, dedication, planning a strategy
and has the ability to recover from a setback and
not giving up! He has Co-operation and Teamwork
skills that he works upon and that in turn improves
the appreciation and respect amongst fellow Crew
member. Every loss, that is a set-back is analysed
and corrective measures are put in place to succeed
during the next attempt!
4.
As a good sportsperson, he is physically fit, has
good stamina, agility and ‘hand-eye co-ordination’,
good reflexes and better situational awareness. All
www.msc.com

that we also look for in every member of the Team
at Work place.
5.
Who volunteers and can plan and organise Games
Tournaments on board, draws up the games
schedule and executes as per the plan in a timebound manner has good Organisation, Timemanagement and communications skills. All of
these are a positive attribute of any Team member
too!.

When a Master or Senior Officer plays a Team
Sport with his staff on board, the following could
be achieved:
1.
Crew get comfortable in the presence of the
Master and Senior Officers – an approachable
Master reduces the Power distance amongst Team
members. In the informal atmosphere a sense of
belonging develops as some minor issues may be
mentioned, discussed and resolved, reducing much
anxiety on the part of the Crew.
2.
For good Team building the Leader must be
approachable, listen to and Trust the Team
members, be adaptable, be and appear empathetic
and himself follow the established rules of the
game, in a transparent manner. Thus, a more
talented player may take up the leader’s role,
when partnering with the Master, so that the
Team can win! Here, the Master or Senior Officer
shows willingness to play a secondary role, when
necessary, treating his Crew member with respect
and being guided by him, which is a huge morale
boosting achievement for the concerned Crew
member.
3.
During an informal interaction with his Crew while
playing games, the Master or Senior Officer can
spot the persons with Leadership skills; who are
high on energy and enthusiasm; who are willing
and volunteer for increased responsibilities; who
maintain a good temperament during stress
situation and who have a ‘never give up’ attitude!
These are very essential attributes in building a
Team that one can trust upon, when needed.

Playing Games on Board is it just for fun only?

The individual Crew member, including the Master
and Senior Officers, reap the following benefits
from the any Sport or Team Sports, when played
on board a Ship:
1.
Improves social well-being and reduces isolation.
Develop ability to deal and partner with persons,
whom they did not even know, a few days/weeks
ago. Become adaptable in most situations. The ego
of rank senior with his junior dilutes and reduces at
such times.
2.
One learns to deal with Wins and Losses, yet not
give up. Bonding, friendship and camaraderie
improves. This improves the Mood and Mental
Health, keeping away anxiety and depression. A
better player teaches the game to the beginner,
being patient with the mistakes being made, just
like an experienced person is expected to teach the
job tasks to the juniors.
3.
There are many physical Health benefits of Sport.
It strengthens the muscles and the bones; helps
the heart, keeps the arteries and veins clear and
regulates the Blood-pressure; it strengthens the
lungs, regulates Blood-Sugar levels and also helps
to control the weight and staying in shape. Such
persons have higher Energy levels, being alert, agile
and in better physical shape helps them to avoid
getting sick or reduce work-related injuries.
4.
Apart from physical health benefits, reducing stress
and pressure, Sport/Games also boosts selfesteem, especially if one is good at it! By taking the
mind off routine jobs, it relaxes a person and helps
in his well-being.
5.
When an Individual’s Talent is noted and
appreciated, there is a realisation of Self-worth,
which is such a feel-good factor and motivator to
excel further, which can positively affect in the job
field too. After all, a happy worker gives a better
output.
6.
Most persons playing Sports have a more balanced
temperament and personality, as they are used to
dealing with losing as well as winning. They have
good abilities at communicating, they are not so
shy and are good at Goal setting.
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I believe, Games and Sports should be actively
and enthusiastically promoted on board, not only
for the well-being of the staff, but to build strong
productive Teams on board, who can safely and
positively deliver on the required Goals consistently
and on schedule. Most reputed organizations
ashore do organize Games/Sports events for their
staff to bond and showcase their Individual Talents.
Depending on the time, space and resources
available on board, many types of Games can be
organized during a long voyage, including Table
Tennis, Darts, Foosball (Table Foot Ball), Deck
Billiards Basket Ball, Badminton, Carom, Chess and
various other contests arranged from Nuts & Bolts,
Flanges, Gaskets & Spanners, during the Voyage
Parties.

To endure and have a successful long career as a
Seafarer, one MUST enjoy the Life at Sea!

May your adventures bring you
closer together, even as they take
you far away from home.
Trenton Lee Stewart

Foosball, preparing for a Tournament!

Nice Prizes arranged for All Participants!

Table Tennis is popular on most Ships

A Happy Team, at the End of it All!

As the Master or Senior Officer, we should
endeavour to provide the most suitable
environment on board, for our Crew to experience
and train to flourish to their full potential and deliver
their best performance as a capable member of the
small Team on board! So, not only the PPE, Tools
and Work environment must be good; the living
conditions, welfare equipment and Prizes must be
taken care of, too!
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2ND OFFICER TO CHIEF
OFFICER / ASST. CO

MSC Promotions
2017


	
	
	
	
	
	
	

PATHAK KUNAL
YADAV NITIN KUMAR
MAHAJAN NIKHIL
WADHAWAN KARAN
BAGI KUSHAL
LAPTINOV ANDREY
DIAS MACQUIN JOHN
PALAKKAL CIJOY

3RD ENGINEER TO 2ND
ENGINEER/ ASST 2E
CHIEF OFFICER TO MASTER

SINGH PRABHJINDER
	 SINGH ASHISH KUMAR
	 SINGH JASPREET
	 BHUMRA RANJEET SINGH GURUDARSHAN
SINGH
	 MD. ABDUL ALEEM

2ND ENGINEER TO CHIEF

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

KODILE MAHESH CHANDRA
DUTTA ANANDAROOP
SINHA ABHISHEK
THETHAYI ROJO JOSE
SHAH SAEED SAGHIR
DHIJMAN RAJAT RAJKUMAR
FAIZ MOHAMMAD
NEROD DMYTRO
BANERJEE STHANUJ
GUREV OLEG
CHATTERJEE NABENDU
KUMAR AMIT
THYAGI ABHISHEK
BUBUNOV ROMAN
ROHILLA DINESH KUMAR
GOLOVKO DMYTRO
FERNANDES ANAND
RADHAKRISHNAN SURESH
LISITSKY SERGEY

ENGINEER

	
	
	
	
	

ROMINDER KUMAR
SHARMA ARUN KUMAR
NAGPAL RAJAT
PATHAK CHANDAN KUMAR
SINGH BINEET
SINGH MANPREET

Msc Promotions 2017
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